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OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

.

- by ummeegge » July 31st, 2011, 11:53 am

Hello everyone,
wanted to ask you what you think of this http://www.ossec.net/, {EDIT} or meanwhile also from this software -> https://wazuh.com/
stop?

+

OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification
1

2

3

4th

5 ... 7th

'

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Both are network-host-based intrusion detection systems (NHIDS) with log analysis, system integrity checks, rootkit detection, timebased alarms (email notification), active response (automatic time-based blocking of suspicious activities using IPTables) and a few
others possible extensions including your own extensions which are relatively easy to make (XML).
A wide variety of logs for di!erent devices and OSs can be evaluated and centrally correlated, you can relatively easily create your own
extensions using regular expressions (.xml files), there is a local and a server / agent mode in which other machine logs also use
secure Connections in the LAN (or also WAN e.g. via OpenVPN / IPSec) are checked.
It would be nice, I thought, to have a central log management with a warning {+ defense} system. There is also a web interface which
does not work with Core 118 anymore (no more PHP) unless there is an alternative PHP installation. For this, Wazuh could also be used,
for example, which is an OSSEC fork and is relatively close in terms of conditions but o!ers a lot more extensions such as a relatively
easy connection to the ELK stack -> https://www.elastic.co/what could look like this:

02/11/2018:
EDIT: There is now an admin script which provides 4 di!erent
scripts which contain the following: 1) OSSEC in-uninstaller,
2) Wazuh -> https://wazuh.com/in-uninstaller as an alternative to OSSEC.
3) OSSEC's webinterface in-uninstaller (DEPRECATED which will no longer work with Core 118 because IPFire will no longer have PHP
from then on, the script will check that but if someone has an alternative PHP installation the script will still work),
3) Alternative email Alarm setup via sendEmail, with encryption of the mails via GPG, TLS transport and SMTP Auth.
The following code block can be executed to execute the script (copy / paste
PLEASE USE TEST SYSTEM
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp &&
curl -O https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/raw/master/ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
chmod +x ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
./ossec-wazuh-admin.sh

EDIT (s):
05.02.2018
With Core 118 there is no more PHP on the IPFire, which is why the OSSEC Wi will no longer work. Installer check whether a PHP
installation is available, if not it will not be installed. WI uninstaller is still possible.
02/11/2018
Wazuh -> https://wazuh.com/is now also available as a server / agent and local installation for 32 and 64 bit machines.
OSSEC Wi option was deleted from admin.sh because PHP from Core 118 is no longer available. If you are still interested, you can find
the WI uninstaller here -> https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh ... h-admin.sh.
03/13/2018
Update to OSSEC-2.9.3 and Wazuh-3.2.1. Installer only works with Core 120+ (new OpenSSL-1.1.0).
08/20/2018
- Transfered project to Gitlab.
Last edited by ummeegge on May 6th, 2014, 4:51 am, edited 1 time in total.
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Re: OSSEC - HIDS software with log management and e-mail notification of warnings

.

- by ummeegge » August 5th, 2012, 3:39 pm

Hello
everyone , I have now installed OSSEC on my testing Fire (as a master) and on my productive Fire (as an agent) and I am quite
impressed with this solution. Since it wasn't too complicated, here's a quick how-to.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

What you need:
It has to be available in the C compiler and make, since I have a build environment based on IPFire, I also used it.
Quick procedure:
1) The package is downloaded, the checksum is checked and the package is unpacked.
2) Parts of the source compiled (preloaded-vars.conf modified) to build a binary for further IPFire masters or agents (so there is no
need for a compiller or make).
3) OSSEC is installed on a master and an agent.
4) OSSEC is integrated in the IPFire (in the WUI under status-> Services)
5) and both are connected to each other.
So in the IPFire build directory with
CODE: SELECT ALL

./make.sh shell

changed.
1)
Get the source:
CODE: SELECT ALL

wget http://www.ossec.net/files/ossec-hids-2.6.tar.gz

Check MD5 total
CODE: SELECT ALL

md5sum ossec-hids-2.6.tar.gz

Unpack:
CODE: SELECT ALL

tar xvfz ossec-hids-2.6.tar.gz

Navigate to the directory
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd ossec-hids-2.6

2)
I am following these instructions -> http://www.ossec.net/doc/manual/install ... inary.html passed with a small change for the master,
with an agent you can proceed exactly as described in the instructions:
Compiling parts of the source for a master:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /src
make all
make build
cd ../..

The procedure for an agent binary was as follows:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /src
make setagent
make all
make build
cd ../..

So "make setagent" is also executed.
Activate binary install:
CODE: SELECT ALL

echo "USER_BINARYINSTALL=\"y\"" >> ossec-hids*/etc/preloaded-vars.conf

and pack again as a binary:
CODE: SELECT ALL

tar -cvzf ossec-binary.tgz ossec-hids-2.6

The freshly created ossec-binary.tgz can then be transmitted to the respective machines using scp or sftp (what ever) and can be
installed there with a simple "./install.sh".
3)
The (guided) installation is very easy with the binary and can be carried out on any IPFire system (build environment is no longer
required).
Unzip the package, navigate to the directory and call install.sh:
CODE: SELECT ALL

tar xvfz ossec-binary.tgz
cd ossec-hids-2.6
./install.sh

Installation on a master:
CODE: SELECT ALL

[root@ipfire-server /tmp/ossec-hids-2.6]# ./install.sh
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Para instalação em português, escolha [br].
,
[cn].
Fur eine deutsche Installation wohlen Sie [de].
Για εγκατάσταση στα Ελληνικά, επιλέξτε [el].
For installation in English, choose [en].
Para instalar en Español , eliga [es].
Pour une installation en français, choisissez [fr]
Per l'installazione in Italiano, scegli [it].
[jp].
Voor installatie in het Nederlands, kies [nl].
Aby instalować w języku Polskim, wybierz [pl].
Для инструкций по установке на русском ,введите [ru].

The init script is now ready, the users have been created, the logs from Snort, Squid, / var / log / messages, httpd / error and httpd /
access are checked by default and the remote syslog (1514 udp) is running.
The OSSEC installation is completely under / var / ossec
installation on an agent:
CODE: SELECT ALL

[root@ipfire /tmp/ossec-hids-2.6]# ./install.sh
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Para instalação em português, escolha [br].
,
[cn].
Fur eine deutsche Installation wohlen Sie [de].
Για εγκατάσταση στα Ελληνικά, επιλέξτε [el].
For installation in English, choose [en].
Para instalar en Español , eliga [es].
Pour une installation en français, choisissez [fr]
Per l'installazione in Italiano, scegli [it].
[jp].
Voor installatie in het Nederlands, kies [nl].
Aby instalować w języku Polskim, wybierz [pl].
Для инструкций по установке на русском ,введите [ru].

The init script is already ready, the users have been created, the logs from Snort, Squid, messages, httpd / error and httpd / access and
vsftpd (since this is installed on the machine) are checked by default and the remote server is also checked specified.

The OSSEC installation is also completely under / var / ossec
4)
So that the init script of ossec runs with a system Start | Stop | Restart and Ossec starts and stops I have the following symlinks in the
runlevels on both computers (server and client ) set.

CODE: SELECT ALL

ln -s ../init.d/ossec /etc/rc.d/rc3.d/S9ossec
ln -s ../init.d/ossec /etc/rc.d/rc0.d/K91ossec
ln -s ../init.d/ossec /etc/rc.d/rc6.d/K91ossec

Then the meta file created:
CODE: SELECT ALL

touch /opt/pakfire/db/installed/meta-ossec

Thus, OSSEC could be switched on and o! via the WUI under status / services and the checkmark for deactivation for the boot is set
(screen shoot is attached). The PID is unfortunately not displayed in the WUI because Ossec occupies more than one process.
After the start / restart, enter
CODE: SELECT ALL

ps aux | grep ossec

select the following for OSSEC
CODE: SELECT ALL

ossecm
root
ossec
root
ossecr
root
ossec

26082
26086
26090
26094
26100
26106
26110

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1744
1556
2660
1648
18244
1932
1756

So everything is going so far

496
436
1664
456
836
1008
480

?
?
?
?
?
?
?

S
S
S
S
Sl
S
S

15:50
15:50
15:50
15:50
15:50
15:50
15:50

0:00
0:00
0:01
0:00
0:01
0:19
0:00

/var/ossec/bin/ossec-maild
/var/ossec/bin/ossec-execd
/var/ossec/bin/ossec-analysisd
/var/ossec/bin/ossec-logcollector
/var/ossec/bin/ossec-remoted
/var/ossec/bin/ossec-syscheckd
/var/ossec/bin/ossec-monitord

.

5)
Connect the agent to the master:
A binary is executed on the master to register an agent with:
CODE: SELECT ALL

/var/ossec/bin/manage_agents

and then press "A" for "Add ....", so you can see the following:
CODE: SELECT ALL

****************************************
* OSSEC HIDS v2.6 Agent manager.
*
* The following options are available: *
****************************************
(A)dd an agent (A).
(E)xtract key for an agent (E).
(L)ist already added agents (L).
(R)emove an agent (R).
(Q)uit.
Choose your action: A,E,L,R or Q: a
- Adding a new agent (use '\q' to return to the main menu).
Please provide the following:
* A name for the new agent: Alix

The agent has been added on the master. Now you need the client key, again with
CODE: SELECT ALL

/var/ossec/bin/manage_agents

this time, however, "E" is pressed for "Extract ...." and the following can be seen:
CODE: SELECT ALL

****************************************
* OSSEC HIDS v2.6 Agent manager.
*
* The following options are available: *
****************************************
(A)dd an agent (A).
(E)xtract key for an agent (E).
(L)ist already added agents (L).
(R)emove an agent (R).
(Q)uit.
Choose your action: A,E,L,R or Q: e
Available agents:
ID: 001, Name: Alix, IP: 192.168.xx.xx
Provide the ID of the agent to extract the key (or '\q' to quit): 001

So the key is this
CODE: SELECT ALL

MDAxIoksq5ggMTkyLjE2OC4yMjAHuSAwYmZlOWYyNKkxNjBiMzYDOGJiZWEwMjljYjhhNDY5ZThiMzuHmjGFjYjExYzZlYjBhMWYzZTk4OTl6Hzk3NGU0

Copy and paste and then to the agent computer.
The binary is also started on the agent with:
CODE: SELECT ALL

/var/ossec/bin/manage_agents

The selection is smaller here than with the master. Here "i" for "import" is pressed. What then looks like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

****************************************
* OSSEC HIDS v2.6 Agent manager.
*
* The following options are available: *
****************************************
(I)mport key from the server (I).
(Q)uit.
Choose your action: I or Q: i
* Provide the Key generated by the server.
* The best approach is to cut and paste it.
*** OBS: Do not include spaces or new lines.
Paste it here (or '\q' to quit): MDAxIEFsaXggMTkyLjE2OC4yMjAuMSAwYmZlOWYyNDkxNjBiMzYwOGJiZWEwMjljYjhhNDY5ZThiMzM2MGFjYjExYzZlYjBhMWYzZTk4OTlhYzk3NGU0

Both OSSECs (master and agent) should be started once,
CODE: SELECT ALL

/etc/init.d/ossec restart

or via the binary under / var / ossec / bin / with a
CODE: SELECT ALL

./ossec-control restart

so that the changes are also adopted.
So that's it for now. In order for the master and agent to be able to reach each other, "external access" (if it is accessed via red) to the
master and, if the outgoing firewall is activated (if the connection is via red), the agent needs a release for port 1514 UDP.
A
CODE: SELECT ALL

tail -f /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alerts.log

then outputs the OSSEC warnings from the IPFire logs:
Example:
CODE: SELECT ALL

** Alert 1344164453.5224: mail - ossec,rootcheck,
2012 Aug 05 13:00:53 ipfire-server->rootcheck
Rule: 510 (level 7) -> 'Host-based anomaly detection event (rootcheck).'
File '/usr/lib/php/Log/null.php' is owned by root and has written permissions to anyone.
** Alert 1344164453.5484: mail - ossec,rootcheck,
2012 Aug 05 13:00:53 ipfire-server->rootcheck
Rule: 510 (level 7) -> 'Host-based anomaly detection event (rootcheck).'
File '/usr/lib/php/Log.php' is owned by root and has written permissions to anyone.
** Alert 1344167363.5739: mail - syslog,sudo
2012 Aug 05 13:49:23 ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
Rule: 5403 (level 4) -> 'First time user executed sudo.'
User: root

and the agent is already registered

:

CODE: SELECT ALL

** Alert 1344173866.10197: mail - ossec,
2012 Aug 05 15:37:46 (Alix) 192.168.xx.xx->ossec
Rule: 501 (level 3) -> 'New ossec agent connected.'
ossec: Agent started: 'Alix->192.168.xx.xx'.
** Alert 1344174057.10386: mail - ossec,
2012 Aug 05 15:40:57 ipfire-server->ossec-monitord
Rule: 502 (level 3) -> 'Ossec server started.'
ossec: Ossec started.

With this software there is a lot more that goes beyond log management.
The automatic mails are not working yet
CODE: SELECT ALL

2012/08/05 16:00:49 os_sendmail(1764): WARN: Mail from not accepted by server

Maybe someone can use it. Extensions, improvements and experiences from others would be great ....
So far
UE
EDIT: And that's where the first alert mails arrive. An example from the Squid Log
CODE: SELECT ALL

OSSEC HIDS Notification.
2012 Aug 05 22:54:55
Received From: (Alix) 192.168.220.1->/var/log/squid/access.log
Rule: 35052 fired (level 10) -> "Multiple unauthorized attempts to use proxy."
Portion of the log(s):
1344200101.730
1344200101.730
1344200101.576
1344200101.576
1344200101.576
1344200101.576
1344200101.576

108
108
381
381
381
381
381

192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx

TCP_DENIED/407
TCP_DENIED/407
TCP_DENIED/407
TCP_DENIED/407
TCP_DENIED/407
TCP_DENIED/407
TCP_DENIED/407

3716
3716
3716
3716
3716
3716
3716

CONNECT
CONNECT
CONNECT
CONNECT
CONNECT
CONNECT
CONNECT

versioncheck.addons.mozilla.org:443
versioncheck.addons.mozilla.org:443
versioncheck.addons.mozilla.org:443
versioncheck.addons.mozilla.org:443
versioncheck.addons.mozilla.org:443
versioncheck.addons.mozilla.org:443
versioncheck.addons.mozilla.org:443

-

NONE/NONE/NONE/NONE/NONE/NONE/NONE/-

text/html
text/html
text/html
text/html
text/html
text/html
text/html

Unfortunately, the email notifications only ran initially and then sporadically every now and then that an email had arrived. This is
because sendmail does not support SMTP authentication on OSSEC, which is actually required by all providers in the meantime. <- So
either integrate your own mail server or your own SMTP client via script that masters SMTP Auth.
Let's see if there Ssmtp, sendEMail (oa smtp clients) can be used for. Adding extra Postfix or Cyrus is of course also possible, but it is
probably more work than installing OSSEC.
... look further.
EDIT: A few additions and spelling.
Last edited by ummeegge on June 21st, 2014, 9:59 am, edited 1 time in total.

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS software with log management and e-mail notification of warnings

.

- by ummeegge » August 5th, 2012, 4:02 pm

Oh yes, I forgot, the alert levels are nicely explained here.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Quoted from:
cat ~ / ossec-hids-2.0 / doc / rules.txt
00 - Ignored - No action taken. Used to avoid false positives. These rules are scanned before all the others. They include events with
no security relevance.
01 - None 02 - System low priority notification - System notification or status messages. They have no security relevance.
03 - Successful / Authorized events - They include successful login attempts, firewall allow events, etc.
04 - System low priority error - Errors related to bad configurations or unused devices / applications. They have no security relevance
and are usually caused by default installations or software testing.
05 - User generated error - They include missed passwords, denied actions, etc. By themselves they have no security relevance.
06 - Low relevance attack - They indicate a worm or a virus that have no a!ect on the system (like code red for apache servers, etc).
They also include frequently IDS events and frequently errors.
07 - "Bad word" matching. They include words like "bad", "error", etc. These events are most of the time unclassified and may have
some security relevance.
08 - First time seen - Include first time seen events. First time an IDS event is fired or the first time an user logged in. If you just
started using OSSEC HIDS these messages will probably be frequently. After a while they should go away. It also includes security
relevant actions (like the starting of a sni!er or something like that).
09 - Error from invalid source - Include attempts to login as an unknown user or from an invalid source. May have security relevance
(specially if repeated). They also include errors regarding the "admin" (root) account.
10 - Multiple user generated errors - They include multiple bad passwords, multiple failed logins, etc. They may indicate an attack or
may just be that a user just forgot his credencials.
11 - Integrity checking warning - They include messages regarding the modification of binaries or the presence of rootkits (by
rootcheck). If you just modified your system configuration you should be fine regarding the "syscheck" messages. They may indicate a
successful attack. Also included IDS events that will be ignored (high number of repetitions).
12 - High importancy event - They include error or warning messages from the system, kernel, etc. They may indicate an attack against
a specific application.
13 - Unusual error (high importance) - Most of the times it matches a common attack pattern.
14 - High importance security event. Most of the times done with correlation and it indicates an attack.
15 - Severe attack - No chances of false positives. Immediate attention is necessary.
== Rules Group ==
-We can specify groups for specific rules. It's used for active response reasons and for correlation.
- We currently use the following groups:
- invalid_login
- authentication_success
- authentication_failed
- connection_attempt
- attacks
- adduser
- sshd
- ids
- firewall
- squid
- apache
- syslog

More on:
http://www.ossec.net/en/manual.html#rules
UE

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS software with log management and e-mail notification of warnings

.

- by ummeegge » August 7th, 2012, 10:03 am

The active response works quite well by default. Tested times with an SSH login and entering the wrong password several times, which
then looks like this:

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

From /var/ossec/logs/active-responses.log
CODE: SELECT ALL

Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

6
6
6
6

12:03:44
12:03:44
12:14:15
12:14:15

CEST
CEST
CEST
CEST

2012
2012
2012
2012

/var/ossec/active-response/bin/firewall-drop.sh add - 192.168.20.3 1344247424.41058 5720
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/host-deny.sh add - 192.168.20.3 1344247424.41058 5720
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/firewall-drop.sh delete - 192.168.20.3 1344247424.41058 5720
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/host-deny.sh delete - 192.168.20.3 1344247424.41058 5720

An entry under /etc/hosts.deny was made automatically and the firewall-drop.sh from OSSEC blocked the IP for about 11 minutes and
then released it again. You could think of a function like Guardian if the email notification wasn't there
.
OSSEC then sent the following email:
CODE: SELECT ALL

OSSEC HIDS Notification.
2012 Aug 06 12:31:14
Received From: ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
Rule: 5720 fired (level 10) -> "Multiple SSHD authentication failures."
Portion of the log(s):
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

12:31:13
12:31:11
12:31:00
12:30:58
12:30:56
12:30:43
12:30:42

ipfire-server
ipfire-server
ipfire-server
ipfire-server
ipfire-server
ipfire-server
ipfire-server

So and now test it with Snort

sshd[20813]:
sshd[20813]:
sshd[20759]:
sshd[20759]:
sshd[20759]:
sshd[20719]:
sshd[20719]:

Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed

password
password
password
password
password
password
password

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

root
root
root
root
root
root
root

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx
192.168.xx.xx

port
port
port
port
port
port
port

49205
49205
49204
49204
49204
49203
49203

ssh2
ssh2
ssh2
ssh2
ssh2
ssh2
ssh2

...

A quick check with Snort:
First of all, it's very interesting what happens when you scan with nmap. I loaded the Emergingthreats.net Community Rules into Snort
with the corresponding rules for ICMP and did an intensive scan from 192.168.220.1 to 192.168.220.2
CODE: SELECT ALL

nmap -T4 -A -v 192.168.220.2

made. Since the active response (all default settings) is activated in OSSEC, 192.168.220.1 was blocked for ~ 10 minutes.
Entry under /etc/hosts.deny:
CODE: SELECT ALL

[root@ipfire-server /]# cat /etc/hosts.deny
ALL : ALL
ALL:192.168.220.1

Short excerpt from /var/ossec/logs/firewall/firewall.log

CODE: SELECT ALL

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

15:11:16
15:11:16
15:11:16
15:11:16
15:11:16
15:11:22
15:11:28
15:11:48
15:11:50
15:11:50
15:11:50
15:11:50
15:11:50
15:11:50

ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages
ipfire-server->/var/log/messages

DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP
DROP

TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
UDP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP

192.168.220.1:35504->192.168.220.2:80
192.168.220.1:35504->192.168.220.2:22
192.168.220.1:35504->192.168.220.2:111
192.168.220.1:35504->192.168.220.2:443
192.168.220.1:35504->192.168.220.2:21
192.168.220.1:35505->192.168.220.2:1061
192.168.220.1:35505->192.168.220.2:3517
192.168.220.1:60811->192.168.220.2:444
192.168.220.1:35610->192.168.220.2:41678
192.168.220.1:35567->192.168.220.2:444
192.168.220.1:35568->192.168.220.2:41969
192.168.220.1:35569->192.168.220.2:41969
192.168.220.1:35567->192.168.220.2:444
192.168.220.1:35569->192.168.220.2:41969

At /var/ossec/log/active-responses.log
CODE: SELECT ALL

Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

13
13
13
13

15:11:56
15:11:56
15:22:26
15:22:26

CEST
CEST
CEST
CEST

2012
2012
2012
2012

/var/ossec/active-response/bin/firewall-drop.sh add - 192.168.220.1 1344863516.108690 31104
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/host-deny.sh add - 192.168.220.1 1344863516.108690 31104
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/firewall-drop.sh delete - 192.168.220.1 1344863516.108690 31104
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/host-deny.sh delete - 192.168.220.1 1344863516.108690 31104

OK, so much for the quick check of Snort and OSSEC.

EDIT: A very enlightening video about OSSEC -> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUMs1uqwRX0 goes just 35 minutes but I find it
very interesting.
There is also a web interface -> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMIpUQw ... ated & nbsp;
Last edited by ummeegge on April 17th, 2014, 6:17 am, edited 1 time in total.

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS software with log management and e-mail notification of warnings
- by ummeegge » August 13th, 2012, 2:33 pm

Document a little more for me

.

.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

I thought I should take a look at the OSSEC WUI, so let's continue with ->
Integrate the OSSEC web interface in IPFire:
1) Download the WUI and get it ready for Apache
at http://www.ossec.net /? page_id = 19 there is the download, checksum at http://www.ossec.net/files/ossec-wui-0.3.tar.gz
EDIT: There is now a new version of OSSEC WUI which fixed most of the bugs listed below Has. Here ->
http://forum.ipfire.org//viewtopic.php?p=65954#p65954 read more about it.
So navigate to the directory where Apache has access:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /srv/web

Download WUI:
CODE: SELECT ALL

wget http://www.ossec.net/files/ossec-wui-0.3.tar.gz

Compare checksum with:
CODE: SELECT ALL

md5sum ossec-wui-0.3.tar.gz

Unpack:
CODE: SELECT ALL

tar xvfz ossec-wui-0.3.tar.gz

For the sake of simplicity, I have renamed the directory from ossec-wui-0.3 to ossec:
CODE: SELECT ALL

mv ossec-wui-0.3 ossec

Then run OSSEC setup:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /srv/web/ossec
./setup.sh

Enter username and password twice.
Determine which user is responsible for Apache:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cat /etc/httpd/conf/uid.conf

Output was:
CODE: SELECT ALL

User nobody
Group nobody

https://ieffsod6hqgyb4rmcrnjccqyky--forum-ipfire-org.translate.goog/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=4924
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Enter user for Ossec in / etc / group:
CODE: SELECT ALL

nano /etc/group

What then looks like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

ossec:x:1001:nobody

Adjust access rights for the ossec-wui directory:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /srv/web
chown nobody.nobody -R ossec

The / tmp directory in ossec-wui-0.3 has been given the following access rights:
CODE: SELECT ALL

chmod 750 /srv/web/ossec/tmp

2) create vhost for ossec:

CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /etc/httpd/conf/vhosts.d

Create a config:
CODE: SELECT ALL

touch ossec.conf

Fill with the following content:
CODE: SELECT ALL

Listen 9955
<VirtualHost *:9955>
SSLEngine on
SSLProtocol all -SSLv2
SSLCipherSuite ALL:!ADH:!EXPORT56:!eNULL:!SSLv2:!RC4+RSA:+HIGH:+MEDIUM
SSLCertificateFile /etc/httpd/server.crt
SSLCertificateKeyFile /etc/httpd/server.key
DocumentRoot "/srv/web/ossec"
Include /etc/httpd/conf/conf.d/php*.conf
ErrorLog "/var/log/httpd/ossec-wui-error.log"
CustomLog "/var/log/httpd/ossec-wui-access.log" combined
<Directory "/srv/web/ossec">

Have now taken the port 9955 and only allowed queries from the green network (e.g. 192.168.20.0/24) "Allow from ....." I also have an
access_log and error _log under / var / log / httpd / created for OSSEC, where the WUI can log in.

CODE: SELECT ALL

touch /var/log/httpd/ossec-wui-error.log
touch /var/log/httpd/ossec-wui-access.log

and logrotate created for the two new logs:
CODE: SELECT ALL

nano /etc/logrotate.conf

and filled with the following content:
CODE: SELECT ALL

# OSSEC access log
/var/log/httpd/ossec-wui-access.log {
weekly
rotate 4
copytruncate
compress
notifempty
missingok
}
# OSSEC error log
/var/log/httpd/ossec-wui-error.log {
weekly
rotate 4

Apache started:
CODE: SELECT ALL

/etc/init.d/apache restart

3) Integrate OSSEC into the sidemenu in the IPFire WUI:
There is a nice HowTo in the wiki on how to expand the sidemenu, which can be found here ->
http://wiki.ipfire.org/de/addons/menuerweiterung/start zu is found.
After completing the preliminary wiki work, the following was added to /srv/web/ipfire/cgi-bin/external.cgi:
CODE: SELECT ALL

#############################################################################
#Hier weitere Eintr?ge erg?nzen!
#############################################################################
case "ossec" {
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n";

EOF

print <<EOF
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"/>
<meta http-equiv="refresh" content="0; URL=http://{IP-des_hosts}:9955">
</head>
;

and under /var/ipfire/menu.d/EX-external.menu the following was added:
CODE: SELECT ALL

$subipfire->{'ossec'} = {'caption' => Ossec,
'uri' => '/cgi-bin/external.cgi?ossec',
'title' => Ossec,
'enabled' => 1,
};

Then the new OSSEC-WUI was called up via the side menu in the "ipfire" area of the IPFire-WUI and initially pleased.
So it works pretty well at first, but maybe someone has tips, tricks or other ideas

?

There are also a few false positives that have to be ironed out for the specific system and I was only able to handle the email alerts
reliably with my own mail server.
Screenshoots are attached:
UE
EDIT: Logrotate for the OSSEC logs added
EDIT_2: The OSSEC Wui is quite buggy and apparently is not maintained by the community either. There are a lot of PHP errors that
don't seem to a!ect the functionality of the site at first, but have some errors on a closer look. After trying it for 2 days, the log had a
good 50 MB and thus becomes a real memory hog, despite logrotate.
I was able to find a page with a few important hints here -> http: //industrialwebapps-com.blogspot.d ... 20tutorial
EDIT_3: The new OSSEC WUI-0.8 has actually fixed all of the errors mentioned, here ->
http://forum.ipfire.org//viewtopic.php?p=65954#p65954 again a few more information about.
Here are a few mistakes.
1. Error
There was an addition to IPFire in /etc/php.ini , but first the error:
This must also be done with the new version 0.8
CODE: SELECT ALL

[Tue Aug 14 10:15:04 2012] [error] [client 192.168.20.3] PHP Warning:

date() [<a href='function.date'>function.date</a>]: It is not safe to rely on the system's time

this was fixed under /etc/php.ini
CODE: SELECT ALL

; Defines the default timezone used by the date functions
date.timezone = "Europe/Berlin"

in which "Europe / Berlin" was entered.
2. Failure
CODE: SELECT ALL

[Mon Aug 13 11:59:24 2012] [error] [client 192.168.123.1] PHP Deprecated:

Function ereg_replace() is deprecated in /srv/web/ossec-wui-0.3/lib/os_lib_alerts.php on li

and that at line 329, 330, 362, 365, 366.
Here was
CODE: SELECT ALL

ereg_replace(">",

by
CODE: SELECT ALL

str_replace("/>/g",

replaced and that under ossec-wui-0.3 / lib / os_lib_alerts.php and ossec-wui-0.3 / lib / os_lib_syscheck.php
3. Error
CODE: SELECT ALL

[Mon Aug 13 11:59:24 2012] [error] [client 192.168.123.1] PHP Warning:

fseek() expects parameter 3 to be long, string given in /srv/web/ossec-wui-0.3/lib/os_lib_aler

Could also be fixed under ossec-wui-0.3 / lib / os_lib_alerts.php in the
CODE: SELECT ALL

fseek($fp, $seek_place, "SEEK_SET");

to
CODE: SELECT ALL

fseek($fp, $seek_place, SEEK_SET);

(ie away from quotes) was changed.
Patch for the above errors (except number 1) is attached.
EDIT 3: The search function of the WUI also needs some fixes. Error output for this were:
[Wed Aug 15 09:04:52 2012] [error] [client 192.168.123.1] PHP Notice: Trying to get property of non-object in /srv/web/ossec-wui0.3/lib/ Ossec / AlertList.php on line 105, referer: http://192.168.123.1:9955/index.php?f=s
[Wed Aug 15 09:04:54 2012] [error] [client 192.168.123.1] PHP Notice: Trying to get property of non-object in /srv/web/ossec-wui0.3/lib/Ossec/AlertList.php on line 107, referers: http://192.168.123.1:9955/index.php?f=s
Last edited by ummeegge on April 17th, 2014, 6:24 am, edited 1 time in total.
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Re: OSSEC - HIDS software with log management and e-mail notification of warnings

.

- by ummeegge » March 21st, 2014, 6:54 pm

This can also be done with the new version 2.7.1.
For the server:

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /src
make all
make build
cd ../..
echo "USER_BINARYINSTALL=\"y\"" >> ossec-hids*/etc/preloaded-vars.conf
tar -cvf ossec-binary-2.7.1_server.tar ossec-hids*

and for the agent:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd src/
make setagent
make all
make build
cd ../..
echo "USER_BINARYINSTALL=\"y\"" >> ossec-hids*/etc/preloaded-vars.conf
tar -cvf ossec-binary-2.7.1_agent.tar ossec-hids*

Information about the new version can be found here -> http://www.ossec.net/?page_id=19 .
The WUI is new in version 0.8 -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-wui and has fixed some of the bugs mentioned above. The php.ini
entry for the time zone still had to be made, but so far there have been no further errors in the error log.
The installation is also a little more pleasant:
OSSEC WUI was copied to / srv / web, renamed, etc. as above.
CODE: SELECT ALL

mv ossec-wui-0.8/ ossec-wui
cd /ossec-wui
./setup.sh
Setting up ossec ui...
Username: ossec
New password:
Re-type new password:
Adding password for user ossec
Enter your web server user name (e.g. apache, www, nobody, www-data, ...)
nobody
Enter your OSSEC install directory path (e.g. /var/ossec)
/var/ossec
You must restart your web server after this setup is done.

The installer apparently made an entry under groups.

CODE: SELECT ALL

ossec:x:1001:nobody

Let's see how the Ossec logs can be integrated into the IPFire WUI.
EDIT: Fixed creating the agent binary.
Last edited by ummeegge on April 22nd, 2014, 5:26 am, edited 1 time in total.

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS software with log management and e-mail notification of warnings

.

- by Mr. AtiX » April 16th, 2014, 8:52 pm

Mr. AtiX
Posts: 47
Joined: October 23rd, 2012, 8:39 pm

A very interesting subject. Thank you for the detailed documentation.
Will work it through as soon as possible.
Adios Señorita,
Mr. AtiX

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with log management and e-mail notification in the event of warnings

.

- by ummeegge » April 17th, 2014, 3:55 pm

Yes, I'm happy that you can do something with.
You need a little training time, but if it works, it works

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

.

Also interesting: A RaspberryPI as OSSEC master and a small mail server in combination and the Fire then provides the agent, in general
the logs from OS X, Windows, Linux,? Clients are managed at a central location in order to process them further.
The .xml files are also really very practical for configuring / expanding.
Regards
UE
Last edited by ummeegge on June 8th, 2014, 6:57 pm, edited 1 time in total.

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with log management and e-mail notification in the event of warnings

.

- by 5p9» April 17th, 2014, 5:30 pm

Hi ummeegge,

5p9
mentor
Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

jo thanks for the instructions. Since I already have an RPi and my own mail server * with the corresponding "SchnickSchnack", this would
certainly fit in well as an addition
*) Mail
server: Postfix
IMAP: Dovecot
Greylisting: Postgrey
Webmail: Roundcube Let's
see what can be done there. Possibly one could incorporate this into the wiki as an additional bonus special function
VG, 5p9
Mail gateway: mail proxy

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with log management and e-mail notification in the event of warnings

.

- by ummeegge » April 21st, 2014, 4:32 pm

Hello 5p9,
yes clean then you can see how it works.
Regarding RaspPI:
I have an overall solution (somewhat reduced) that is called iRedmail.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Postfix
Dovecot
Policy (cluebringer)
OpenLDAP
ClamAV (deactivated)
Amavisd (deactivated)
Spamassassin
Awstats
Fail2ban (deactivated)
Admin panels (PHP, Apache, etc.)
so far the mail server currently needs between 200-300 MB RAM. A new wheezy installation is ~ 124 MB, OSSEC needs around ~ 20 MB
RAM with maild, execd, analysisd, logcollector, syscheckd and monitord, so everything is close to the limit with the B model .
You can also compile OSSEC on the PI, you just have to load the sources and run the install.sh, the build process took around 8 minutes
for me.
In the ossec.conf on the PI, I removed the "email_from" entry and entered 127.0.0.1 as the smtp server, so it can be armed first.

CODE: SELECT ALL

<ossec_config>
<global>
<email_notification>yes</email_notification>
<email_to>ossec@pi.home</email_to>
<smtp_server>127.0.0.1</smtp_server>
</global>

However, at the beginning there are also a lot of mails rattling in, but you can also granulate the alert level for the mails via ossec.conf,
i.e. from when emails are triggered -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.org/en/la ... lerts.html .
A wiki can safely be created on the topic, but you have to think again about how to o!er OSSEC.
Greetings and have a nice rest of Easter Monday.
UE
EDIT: I've already started a smaller list with false positives, maybe an IPFire template can be created one by one.
Last edited by ummeegge on April 22nd, 2014, 5:39 am, edited 1 time in total.

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with log management and e-mail notification in the event of warnings

.

- by 5p9» April 22nd, 2014, 5:23 am

Hi,

5p9
mentor
Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

yes, the scarcity of resources has already crossed my mind, but I would have simply Amavisd & Co.
http://wiki.ipfire.org/de/optimization/mailproxy/start ) run via IPFire as a proxy, so I would be able to save myself that at this point
and would have a little more power for the RPi mail server at hand
. Let's see how it works, will report.
VG, 5p9
Mail gateway: mail proxy

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

.

- by ummeegge » May 11th, 2014, 6:47 am

Hello 5p9,
have here -> http://forum.ipfire.org//viewtopic.php?p=67992#p67992 seen that you have problems with Dovecot, if you need config
write me can then send you something by PM.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Regards
UE

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

.

- by ummeegge » June 21st, 2014, 1:04 pm

Hello
everyone , there is an update at Ossec to version 2.8 with some fixes which here ->
http://www.ossec.net/files/ossec-hids-2 ... e-note.txt can be found.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

I compiled the new version on the Fire and created two binaries, which can be found here ->
http://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Ossec_for_IPFire/ can be found.
With versions already installed, the above binaries can also be used for updating, which looks something like this:

CODE:
SELECT ALL
[root@ipfire-server

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

ossec-hids-2.8]# ./install.sh

Para instalação em português, escolha [br].
,
[cn].
Fur eine deutsche Installation wohlen Sie [de].
Για εγκατάσταση στα Ελληνικά, επιλέξτε [el].
For installation in English, choose [en].
Para instalar en Español , eliga [es].
Pour une installation en français, choisissez [fr]
A Magyar nyelvű telepítéshez válassza [hu].
Per l'installazione in Italiano, scegli [it].
[jp].
Voor installatie in het Nederlands, kies [nl].
Aby instalować w języku Polskim, wybierz [pl].
Для инструкций по установке на русском ,введите [ru].

Update went through without any problems and looks good so far.
Regards,
UE

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

.

- by ummeegge » September 19th, 2014, 5:17 pm

2.8.1 is out with a fix for CVE-2014-5284 -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/releases/tag/2.8.1 and already uploaded as IPFire
binary -> http://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Ossec_for_IPFire/ .
Installation and update as above.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

UE

,

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

.

- by ummeegge » February 7th, 2015, 11:32 am

Hi all,
here is now an in- and uninstaller for OSSEC on IPFire with the possibility to install an agent or a server.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Some points to consider:
- Even if the integrated OSSEC installer provides hybrid and local installation, you should only use agent or server otherwise you will get
an installation error.
- Modified OSSEC installer to a fix path which is / var / ossec , this couldn´t be changed during installation and it shouldn´t be
changed with this binary installer otherwise you get an
CODE: SELECT ALL

ERROR: Unable to chroot to directory: '/var/ossec'.

- The binaries was build with hints from OSSEC docu -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.org/en/la ... inary.html .
- Packages will be downloaded (a SHA256 sum check is integrated) if they aren´t localy presant.
- Symlinks and init script will be set but won´t be starts during installation but you can do this with the configuration menu from this
installerscript.
For info if you want to start it manually use,
CODE: SELECT ALL

/etc/init.d/ossec start

or even if you navigate into / var / ossec / bin / and execute
CODE: SELECT ALL

./ossec-control start

after you have configured it to your needs.
You can also start and stop (also for boot) OSSEC over the WUI under status -> services.

- Users will be set under / etc / passwd and / etc / group (uninstaller delets them also).
- Reduced installer and uninstaller logs will be produced under / tmp.
- You should make a minimal configuration before you start OSSEC, configs are located under /var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf
- Added minimal configuration to installerscript for server and agent, the following options are available:
Server:
- Add an agent.
- Extract key for an agent.
- List already added agents.
- Remove an agent.
- Quit.
Agent:
- Import key from the server.
- Quit.
which should be enough for a first try / test.
Please use only testing and no productive systems for this
installer script:

CODE: SELECT ALL

#!/bin/bash #
# Installerscript for OSSEC on IPFire.
# This installer includes in- or uninstallation for an OSSEC agent or master.
# The OSSEC packages was build by documentation instructions -->
# http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.org/en/latest/manual/installation/installation-binary.html
# but with modification in install.sh for the install directory which is fixed to /var/ossec .
#
# ummeegge 04.04.2017
ummeegge[at]ipfire.org
#################################################################################################
# Installer includes also a minimal configuration option for server and agent.
#

Don't forget to make the script executable.
Hope i haven´t forgot something

. Critics / enhancements / other ideas / further development with your help might be great.

Greetings from
UmmeeggE
EDIT (s):
- Changed '*)' declaration thanks XerXes.
- Deleted for the first configuration section, will come a new one in the next days.
- Modified OSSEC internal installer and hardcoded install path to / var / ossec to prevent chroot error.
- Added new minimal configuration like explained above, OSSEC start dialog is also integrated.
- Reduced installer packages sizes from ~ 30MB to 9MB and leave original ossec package out.
- Added initscript restart in configuration section if config should be changed again after installation.
- Typos ;-)
- Updated to version 2.8.2 which fixes CVE-2015-3222 vulnerability -> http://www.ossec.net/?p=1198 .
01/11/2016
- Update to version 2.8.3
- Added 64bit version
Last edited by ummeegge on February 7th, 2015, 3:21 pm, edited 1 time in total.
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Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » February 9th, 2015, 4:18 pm

Have made now an in- and uninstaller for OSSECs webinterface --> http://www.ossec.net/wiki/index.php/OSSECWUI:Install .

.

OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification
'
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ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

This installer includes:
- Package will be downloaded if not presant under /tmp. SHA256 Sum check is integrated.
- An error and access log under /var/etc/httpd/ .
- Logrotate entries for both, a backUP of the original logrotate.conf will be made, a uninstall recovers the backUP of the original one.
- A vhost configuration for OSSECs WUI will be integrated which supports https with
CODE: SELECT ALL

SSLCipherSuite ALL:!ADH:!EXPORT56:!eNULL:!SSLv2:!RC4+RSA:+HIGH:+MEDIUM

so there will be used TLSv1.2, for the key exchange an ECDHE_RSA mechanism and crypt and auth will be made by AES_128_GCM . The
configuration uses Port 9955 TCP.
--> There is the need while installation to configure your host IP oder entire subnet into the "Allow from.... " lines so only this host or
subnet becomes access to the WI <-- vi will be used for this.
- While configuration you need also to set a username and a password.
- An entry in /etc/php.ini will also be made to Europe timezone. The uninstaller changes the installer entry back to default.
- OSSECs WI will be reachable over https://{IP-IPFire}:9955.
Please use only testing and no productiv systems for this!!!
OSSEC WI in- and uninstaller script:
CODE: SELECT ALL

#!/bin/bash #
# This installer will integrate OSSEC webinterface
#
# ummeegge 08.02.2014
####################################################################################################
# A vhost config for OSSEC will be installed so OSSEC listens to port 9955 TCP where you need https.
# An error and access log will be created under /var/log/httpd for potential overviews over the WI.
# A logrotate will also be integrated so the log area shouldn´t be oversized.
# /etc/php.ini becomes also an european time zone, to prevent high error amount in the error log.
#

EDIT(s):
- Downloads now version 0.9 since there has been closed a XSS and some other things are done, take a look into here -->
https://github.com/ossec/ossec-wui/releases/tag/0.9 .

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » August 15th, 2015, 7:21 am

OSSEC have closed CVE-2015-3222 with version 2.8.2 --> http://www.ossec.net/?p=1198 , which has also been updated for the IPFire
package --> http://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Osse ... mod_2.8.2/ .
The installer --> viewtopic.php?f=4&t=4924#p80449 uses now also the new version.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » January 13th, 2016, 3:18 pm

Ossec was updated to 2.8.3 -> https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 924#p80449.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

EU

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by RhineFisher » January 18th, 2016, 8:31 pm

RhineFisher
Posts: 5
Joined: January 17th, 2016, 9:32 pm
Location: Germany

Hello,
sorry for the question, but is there a trick to start the InstallerScript? Made it executable, called it and got the error messages shown
below.
Greetings and thanks,
RhineFisher
CODE: SELECT ALL

[root@DC01 ossec]# sh
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:
./InstallerScript.sh:

./InstallerScript.sh
line 2: $'\r': command not found
line 14: $'\r': command not found
line 16: $'\r': command not found
line 17: $'\r': command not found
line 18: $'\r': command not found
line 19: $'\r': command not found
line 20: $'\r': command not found
line 22: $'\r': command not found
line 23: $'\r': command not found
line 25: $'\r': command not found
line 26: $'\r': command not found
line 27: $'\r': command not found
line 29: syntax error near unexpected token `$'{\r''

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » January 19th, 2016, 1:46 pm

Hello,
you have as soon as it looks Windows line breaks in it (\ r \ n), either you try e.g. with one of these examples ->
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/1860 ... -not-found to fix it manually or you download the script directly from the fire, which
could go like this:

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp
wget http://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Ossec_for_IPFire/ossec_installer-2.8.3.sh
chmod +x ossec_installer-2.8.3.sh
./ossec_installer-2.8.3.sh

Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by RhineFisher » January 24th, 2016, 5:39 pm

RhineFisher
Posts: 5
Joined: January 17th, 2016, 9:32 pm
Location: Germany

Hello, it was
the line breaks - thank you! The first step now works (for example, I am actually locked out for 10 minutes when I perform a port scan
in the direction of IPFire).
I wanted to try out OSSEC so that I could become aware of problems a little faster and not only when I happened to look into Snort's log
files. But I just can't get the mail notification yet.
In a previous post ( https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 924#p45182) you write that OSSEC does not support SMTP
authentication and that you should therefore either integrate your own mail server or your own SMTP client via script that can handle
SMTP auth.
Can you please give us a tip? How do I get the authentication on an external account and what about the encryption (SSL, TLS)?
Greetings and thank you,
Michael

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » January 26th, 2016, 7:42 pm

Hello Michael,
there are several solutions, unfortunately this is regulated in Ossec itself with sendmail in a slightly reduced manner. I am currently
looking to find a solution where the alerts are also encrypted using GPG. Actually, using a public mail server is not a good idea, but if
you don't have your own, you can perhaps forward it with a reduced variant (Postfix, for example).
I once set up a RaspberryPi that was only there to collect local mails, manage them and distribute them accordingly (also using
OpenVPN). A quick solution back then was iredmail -> http://www.iredmail.org/. The IPFires and the other machines on the network
were configured as agents which worked well.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

I'm just building Procmail and trying that with a minimally configured Postfix on the same machine, using GPG for encryption. But I still
need a little bit more, get in touch when I have something useful.
Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » March 22nd, 2016, 6:26 pm

Hi Michael,
it took a while but maybe you are still interested in the above topic. I discarded the idea with Procmail, Postfix etc. <- Guns on foot and
did it as a test.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

1) We create a real-time log that omits /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alert.log and writes to /var/ossec/logs/alerts/custom_dated_alert.log ,
for example, in a separate file . The file also has the date written for each line. The command looks like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

# Realtime log for Ossec e-mail alert
tail -F /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alerts.log |\
while read line; do echo $(date +%b" "%d" "%H:%M:%S ) "$line"; done \
> /var/ossec/logs/alerts/custom_dated_alert.log &

and I wrote that to /etc/sysconfig/rc.local first . Every command that is there is executed when the system starts so that you can use a
CODE: SELECT ALL

ps ax | grep tail

get something like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

2813 ?

S

0:00 tail -F /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alerts.log

from then on tail writes the new alert log which we need for further analysis.
2) We create a script which regularly checks the new log using fcrontab and checks whether there is an> = alert level in it. So, for
example, we say every alert level from 6 and above, we pick it up and send it as an email. We encrypt this email using GPG and send it
using sendEmail.
So first we need:
- sendEmail - an explanation can be found here -> http://wiki.ipfire.org/en/optimization/ ... mail/start.
- A Publickey from any MUA (e.g. Thunderbird or similar). Explanation can be found here ->
http://wiki.ipfire.org/en/optimization/ ... /gpg/start.
When this has been set up, we either put the following script in /etc/fcron.* (I currently have it under /etc/fcron.minutely which then
checks the log every minute.) Or we use
CODE: SELECT ALL

fcrontab -e

into the global table and define a cyclical course that is practical for us.
The script looks like this, given the script name ossec_alert.sh:
CODE: SELECT ALL

#!/bin/bash #
# Script searches for Ossec alerts above a defined level (default from 6-16).
# If something appears, an encrypted alert mail will be send.
#
# ummeegge [at]ipfire.org $date:2016.21.03
#############################################################################
#
# Home needs to be set for GPG public key
export HOME=/root
## Locations

- Access rights:
CODE: SELECT ALL

chown nobody:nobody /etc/fcron.minutely/ossec_alert.sh
chown ossec:nobody /var/ossec/logs/alerts/custom_dated_alert.log

- The script only sends an email when the alert is level 6 and higher (up to 16), which you can change in the grep command
CODE: SELECT ALL

grep -E -B2 -A3 '\(level [6-9]|1[0-6]\)'

6 to 9 = [6-9] and 10 to 16 = 1 [0-6]
- The script deletes the added alert log after each execution.
- The log output from the email is shortened, but should contain the most important information, but in the end does not replace your
own view of the Ossec or system logs.
- The access data for the mail account must be entered individually in the script .
- The internal Ossec mail system (sendmail) was deactivated during the Ossec installation because its own is used.
- sendEmail also does the SMTP Auth and could theoretically still with one
CODE: SELECT ALL

-o tls=yes

An email looks like this, for example, it was tested with web.de:
CODE: SELECT ALL

From Tue Mar 22 19:20:01 CET 2016
ossec_alert.txt.asc
Mar 22
Mar 22
Mar 22
Mar 22
Mar 22
Mar 22
-- Mar

19:19:33 ** Alert 1458670773.88418: mail - syslog,sshd,authentication_failed,
19:19:33 2016 Mar 22 19:19:33 ipfire->/var/log/messages
19:19:33 Rule: 5716 (level 12) -> 'SSHD authentication failed.'
19:19:33 Src IP: 192.168.7.2
19:19:33 User: root
19:19:33 Mar 22 19:19:32 ipfire sshd[5756]: Failed password for root from 192.168.7.2 port 62426 ssh2
22 19:19:33 ** Alert 1458670773.89002: mail - syslog,sshd,authentication_failed, Mar 22 19:19:33 2016 Mar 22 19:19:33 ipfire->/var/log/messages Mar 22 19:19:33

An entry in fcrontab for a 5 minute cycle can look like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

*/5 * * * *

/bin/bash /usr/bin/ossec_alert.sh > /dev/null 2>&1

you can also use the script in frcon with a
CODE: SELECT ALL

*/5 * * * *

/bin/bash /usr/bin/ossec_alert.sh &> /tmp/cronlog_ossec

Debug, the output can then be found under / tmp / cronlog_ossec .
This part of the development is only at the beginning, but it works quite well here, maybe you have another idea of how encrypted
Ossec messages can be sent via regular mail providers, we will look further.
For testing:
- Can you raise the alert level e.g. for a wrong SSH password? I have increased the alert to e.g. 12 as a test, which then looks like this
(under /var/ossec/rules/sshd_rules.xml )
CODE: SELECT ALL

<rule id="5716" level="12">
<if_sid>5700</if_sid>
<match>^Failed|^error: PAM: Authentication</match>
<description>SSHD authentication failed.</description>
<group>authentication_failed,</group>
</rule>

- You can also do the script with a
CODE: SELECT ALL

#!/bin/bash set -x

Debug.
- On the line in the script
CODE: SELECT ALL

${MAIL} -f "${MAILADDRESS}" -t "${MAILADDRESS}" \

can you expand the sendEmail log with a "-vvv" after "$ {MAIL}", should there be problems, which looks like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

${MAIL} -vvv -f "${MAILADDRESS}" -t "${MAILADDRESS}" \

Regards,
UE
EDIT (s):
- tail command with -F instead of -f in the test is, in contrast to '-f', permanently functional and was adopted.
- If a public provider is to be used, it would be worthwhile to create an extra account for this (maybe with a little background noise
because the password is currently still in plain text in the script.
- Added simple check for PIPE and sendEmail.
- tail command check deleted

)

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by RhineFisher » March 28th, 2016, 12:33 pm

RhineFisher
Posts: 5
Joined: January 17th, 2016, 9:32 pm
Location: Germany

Hello UE,
thank you very much for the e"ort!
It almost works: Mails are sent when I start the script manually (logged in as root), but unfortunately only then - and not via
fcron.minutely. Fcron works in principle, access rights as specified for you.
Can you give me a tip as to what could be the cause?
Happy Easter,
Michael

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » March 28th, 2016, 2:01 pm

Hi Michael,
had a similar problem at the beginning because fcron had his own env. and the PATH variable is di"erent (which = "BIN" and PATH to
the root HOME did not go).

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

- Is your mail pubkey with one
CODE: SELECT ALL

gpg -k

to find under /root/.gnupg/pubring.gpg ? If you have a separate user running you have to set the respective path to HOME in the
script.
- You can also debug the script in fcron, so that it becomes more talkative (as described above) set "set -x" and switch the sendEmail
verbose up "-vvv". Then write with one
CODE: SELECT ALL

fcrontab -e

the following entry at the bottom
CODE: SELECT ALL

*/5 * * * *

/usr/bin/ossec_alert.sh &> /tmp/cronlog_ossec

<- the script is in the example under / usr / bin and it is read out every 5 minutes -> please adjust accordingly, then with a: x! Save,
changes should become active immediately and after a correspondingly configured time and correspondingly triggered alerts, the log is
then under / tmp , something should be found here ...
First idea. You also have a nice rest easter.
Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by RhineFisher » March 29th, 2016, 10:49 pm

RhineFisher
Posts: 5
Joined: January 17th, 2016, 9:32 pm
Location: Germany

Hello UE,
now it's working fine: I received 26 emails today (or yesterday, actually) - I think I'll have to adjust my spam list soon ... The
reasons were that I hadn't signed my GPG key and that the script was under fcron .minutely at least not working for me. But it works
through the entry in the fcrontab.
I also added the RECIPIENT variable as a small change in the script to distinguish the sender and addressee in the sendEmail command:
$ {MAIL} -f "$ {MAILADDRESS}" -t "$ {RECIPIENT}"
Thanks again for the help. Now I just have to contain the flood of mail.
Kind regards,
Michael

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » April 10th, 2016, 9:40 am

Hi Michael,

1

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

RhineFisher wrote:

now it works fine: got 26 emails today (or yesterday actually)

I'm glad that it worked.

1

RhineFisher wrote:

i think i will have to adjust my spam list soon ...

If you have a few false / positives in the rules for me then just let me know, I'm currently exploring the features that would be
interesting for IPFire in order to build OSSEC optimized for the Fire, then such information would be very good.

1

RhineFisher wrote:

The reasons were that I had not signed my GPG key and that the script under fcron.minutely does not work, at least for me. But it works
through the entry in the fcrontab.

But you had already made the script in fcron.minutely executable? I have no problems with it here ...

1

RhineFisher wrote:

I also added the RECIPIENT variable as a small change in the script to distinguish the sender and addressee in the sendEmail command:
$ {MAIL} -f "$ {MAILADDRESS}" -t "$ {RECIPIENT}"

It's nicer that way, but both are possible.

1

RhineFisher wrote:

Thanks again for the help. Now I just have to contain the flood of mail.

Jo, please let me know if you notice anything else.
Greetings and have a nice Sunday.
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by ummeegge » April 4th, 2017, 3:00 pm

Hello everyone,
64 bit version for agent and server (local) is now also available.
The installer -> https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 449#p80449should recognize the platform and install the appropriate
version. The new binaries are still here -> http://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Ossec_for_IPFire/to find.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Installation commands:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp &&
curl -O https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ummeegge/ossec-ipfire/master/ossec_installer.sh &&
chmod +x ossec_installer.sh &&
./ossec_installer.sh

Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by 5p9 » August 31st, 2017, 12:29 pm

Hi,

5p9
Mentor
Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

now I have ossec running at home.
let's see what that thing can do what I noticed, although the wi was installed with the 0.9er is in the wi 0.8, but it doesn't bother me
further.
Now I just have to create the rule, or understand what to do ... it can take a while.
get in touch as soon as I got further.
cya, 5p9
Mail Gateway: mail proxy

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 2nd, 2017, 7:53 am

@Hello UE
If I had known what I was getting into with ossec, I would probably have kept my hands o" it! I haven't had such a fuss in a long time.
The 2.9.1 just doesn't want to be an agent without a server. The server won't start because it has hard compiled IPv6. That would have
to be patched out. I'm not doing this to myself. There comes several times:
CODE: SELECT ALL

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

2017/09/01 18:41:43 getaddrinfo: Name or service not known
2017/09/01 18:41:43 ossec-remoted(1206): ERROR: Unable to Bind port '1514'

In the network you can only find something analogous about turning on IPv6. But it's not an option here. All that remains is the
"TARGET = local" or the "hybrid" variant. The documentation for this on the net is all for the 2.8.x. and for the 2.9.1 largely out of date.
I didn't find anything about "hybrid". The "Local" starts so far and I think we should concentrate on that. As soon as I have the packages
ready, I will upload them here and then we could start working on the rule. A ready- made rule set is included with the
postfix_rules.xml with ps. I build the ossec with geoip and inotify support. I deliver the Geoip Package with ... With inotify the
monitoring of local files becomes faster.
By the way, this is what the LFS file looks like elsewhere:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd $(DIR_APP)/src && make TARGET=local USE_GEOIP=yes USE_INOTIFY=yes
cd $(DIR_APP)/src && make install TARGET=local

The installer script is also still not really useful and of course I don't know whether that is the ultimate solution.
Greetings, gocart
Mail Gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail Server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212
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/

. by gocart » September 2nd, 2017, 8:13 am

Sooo, just dropped out of make.sh ... the x64 packages ...
GeopIP: -deletedOSSEC: -deleted- as "TARGET = Local" build.

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

With your merged agent base config UE. The services are started directly with a finished configuration. I haven't looked at the website
yet ... I've burned enough time first ...
Active Rules:
CODE: SELECT ALL

<rules>
<include>rules_config.xml</include>
<include>sshd_rules.xml</include>
<include>syslog_rules.xml</include>
<include>apache_rules.xml</include>
<include>squid_rules.xml</include>
<include>firewall_rules.xml</include>
<include>unbound_rules.xml</include>
</rules>

If we are unlucky, the email will not be sent because of hard IPv6 support. I stumbled across various bug reports online.
Greetings, gocart
Last edited by gocart on September 6th, 2017, 10:21 am, edited 1 time in total.

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by ummeegge » September 3rd, 2017, 10:02 am

Hello everyone,
nice to see you both here

/

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

.

5p9 wrote: ↑

August 31st, 2017, 12:29 pm

what struck me, although the wi was installed with the 0.9er, is in the wi 0.8, doesn't bother me so far.

I think this was a quick fix for an XSS vulnerability -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-wui/releaseswhereby the BISE is treated
relatively neglected and no further changes have been made. They also write that the ELK stack ->
https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=50&t=19263 because what I can confirm is simply nicer, but at first it has no relevance
(simply too extensive) and that should be okay for a quick overview.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 2nd, 2017, 7:53 am

If I had known what I was getting into with ossec, I would probably have kept my hands o! it! I haven't had such a fuss in a long time. The
2.9.1 just doesn't want to be an agent without a server. The server does not start because it has hard compiled IPv6. That would have to be
patched out. I'm not doing this to myself. There comes several times:
CODE: SELECT ALL

2017/09/01 18:41:43 getaddrinfo: Name or service not known
2017/09/01 18:41:43 ossec-remoted(1206): ERROR: Unable to Bind port '1514'

In the network you can only find something analogous about turning on IPv6. But it's not an option here. All that remains is the "TARGET =
local" or the "hybrid" variant.

Up until now, I had only tried the 2.9. Version with the binary installer variant (assemble in chroot) and had problems there, which is
why I had not yet integrated the 2.9. The RHEL guys have already got in touch and have patched the sources ->
https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/issues/1145, Patch doesn't look that big, but it's just a workaround. OSSEC 2.9.2 is out there,
however, apart from the bug report -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/issues can't find an o"cial fix yet.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 2nd, 2017, 7:53 am

All that remains is the "TARGET = local" or the "hybrid" variant. The documentation for this on the net is all for the 2.8.x. and for the 2.9.1
largely out of date. I didn't find anything about "hybrid"

The Makefile actually says yes to "hybrid" -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/blo ... efile # L484. The documentary got a new
look -> https://ossec.github.io/docs/ but is still partially designed for the 2.8, but think that the work on it.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 2nd, 2017, 7:53 am

The "Local" starts so far and I think we should concentrate on that.

Sounds good for the new version.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 2nd, 2017, 7:53 am

As soon as I have the packages ready, I will upload them here and then we could start working on the rule. A ready- made rule set is
included with the postfix_rules.xml with
ps. I build the ossec with geoip and inotify support. I deliver the Geoip Package with ... With
inotify the monitoring of local files becomes faster.

All right, when I'm back at the start I'll check it out and test the new version.
For you, Postfix should be of particular interest, so I'm curious whether this is a workable solution for you. The whole tinkering falls out
with the 2.8 which is o!ered here and works solidly here. I think that the new version still gets a few fixes / extensions because OSSEC
is used more and more often in the whole security / researcher circles -> https://idatalabs.com/tech/products/ossec and the
necessary change / developers are present.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 2nd, 2017, 7:53 am

By the way, this is what the LFS file looks like elsewhere:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd $(DIR_APP)/src && make TARGET=local USE_GEOIP=yes USE_INOTIFY=yes
cd $(DIR_APP)/src && make install TARGET=local

The installer script is also still not really useful and of course I don't know whether that is the ultimate solution.

Yeah , - with the Paks there is still a little fancy dress behind it .
- In the ossec.conf or the rules a lot can be taken out (IPFire is not Windows) if IPFire is not working as a server, such and other rules
are pointless.
- The automatic detection of the logs in the installer is actually a nice thing and would no longer be available with the LFS build.
- As already mentioned, the whole configuration can be done without the installer on foot.
To name a few points (I think I probably forgot something). So I had -> https://github.com/ummeegge/ossec-ipfir ... igure # L208
already tried to intercept a few things and just build my own configure but it's not ready yet and only at the beginning, but keep going
when I'm through with the new OpenVPN.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 2nd, 2017, 8:13 am

Sooo, just dropped out of make.sh ... the x64 packages ...
GeopIP: GeoIP 1.6.9
OSSEC: OSSEC 2.9.1as "TARGET = Local" build.
With your merged agent base config UE. The services are started directly with a finished configuration. I haven't taken care of the website yet
..

Nice thing, in the meantime I'll build a parallel modification and see what the new version and the hybrid option bring with it.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 2nd, 2017, 8:13 am

I've burned enough time first ...

I know Jo , if you want it to be quick, just download the installer from here ->
https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 924 # p35656 use is just the 2.8er but works and is also quickly uninstalled in disgrace.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 2nd, 2017, 8:13 am

If we are unlucky, the email will not be sent because of hard IPv6 support. I stumbled across various bug reports online.

I built an alternative with sendEmail and GPG. Piped the alert.log and grep out alert levels from 6-16, write it in a file, encrypted with
GPG and send it as an attachment via sendEmail -> https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... = 15 # p96198. Should actually work
without an IPv6 patch. I built a setup assistant there -> https://github.com/ummeegge/ossec-ipfir ... l_setup.sh<- I just don't know
why it shouldn't work with the new 2.9, but I haven't tested it yet.
Greetings from everyone,
UE

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by gocart » September 4th, 2017, 12:06 pm

Hello UE
2.9.2 is available here https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/releases. I had not found an IPv6 patch, I tried it myself and am now at
the state that the remoted terminates itself without comment. That with your extra mail solution is nice, but that should be done by
the OSSEC mail daemon provided for it. IPFire is then the server that monitors itself, the mail daemon runs and which can also monitor
other clients.

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

Greetings, gocart
Last edited by gocart on September 4th, 2017, 12:12 pm, edited 1 time in total.

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by ummeegge » September 4th, 2017, 4:56 pm

Hi gocart,
I deleted the double post .

/

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

gocart wrote: ↑

September 4th, 2017, 12:06 pm

I couldn't find an IPv6 patch

like me here -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/iss ... -309210466 understand the patch should look like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

diff -Nur ossec-hids-2.9.2.orig/src/os_net/os_net.c ossec-hids-2.9.2/src/os_net/os_net.c
--- ossec-hids-2.9.2.orig/src/os_net/os_net.c
2017-08-09 14:15:46.000000000 +0200
+++ ossec-hids-2.9.2/src/os_net/os_net.c
2017-09-04 18:25:01.126249890 +0200
@@ -49,7 +49,7 @@
memset(&hints, 0, sizeof(struct addrinfo));
#ifdef AI_V4MAPPED
hints.ai_family = AF_INET6;
/* Allow IPv4 and IPv6 */
+
hints.ai_family = AF_INET;
/* Allow IPv4 */
hints.ai_flags = AI_PASSIVE | AI_ADDRCONFIG | AI_V4MAPPED;
#else
/* Certain *BSD OS (eg. OpenBSD) do not allow binding to a

could afterwards -> http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man3/getaddrinfo.3.html also be a possibility what should be tested.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 4th, 2017, 12:06 pm

The one with your Extra Mail solution is nice, but the OSSEC mail daemon should do all that.

As far as I know, the 2.9 should now be able to SMTP-Auth (the 2.8 refuses hairy) but I don't know anything about the encryption of the
mail alerts. Is it perhaps less dramatic in your area with your own local mail server? But without such emails look strange in plain text if
the emails even reach regular providers, which was not the case with 95% (5% only initially then no longer).

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 4th, 2017, 12:06 pm

IPFire is then the server that monitors itself, the mail daemon runs and which can also monitor other clients.

But then that is no longer a 'local' but a 'server' and would then be a di!erent variant after the one mentioned above, which is also nice
if it works ...
Regards,
UE

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by gocart » September 5th, 2017, 3:42 pm

Hello UE

/
But this is no longer a 'local' but a 'server'

gocart

After pointing out a possible patch, I of course tried the sever build again. If already then the AI package at the bar. With "Local" there
is no "remoted" problem not solved, just left out ... The "maild" doesn't work because of that ... How was that again with the tinkering ..
.

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

/
maybe less dramatic with your own local mail server

That was the plan ... I think I have something in the rubbing box ...

I have to go looking ...

CODE: SELECT ALL

hints.ai_family = AF_INET;

That's exactly how I did it ... but it probably wasn't all. The daemon terminates itself without comment even with full debugging ... Null
text in the logfile. This is all that is coming:
CODE: SELECT ALL

2017/09/05 15:31:25 ossec-remoted: INFO: Started (pid: 12311).
2017/09/05 15:31:25 ossec-remoted: DEBUG: Forking remoted: '0'.

and away isser ... Is there a GNU function missing again in the Glibc as in Unbound because that comes from BSD.? '!?
Here is the server build again: -deleted- OSSEC 2.9.2 Server + AF_INET patch
Oh and there is also the hint to create a dummy agent. So that the daemon starts, I also did with "manage_agents" Doesn't bring
anything. The next wrench would then be strace. I just have no idea how to use that in chroot again.
Greetings, gocart
Last edited by gocart on September 6th, 2017, 10:22 am, edited 2 times in total.

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by gocart » September 5th, 2017, 5:00 pm

Update to the last post ...
The remoted runs as root user ... The patch now seems to solve the first problem or it works without IPv6 ... How do I look for that
again ...?

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by ummeegge » September 5th, 2017, 5:20 pm

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 5th, 2017, 5:00 pm

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Update to the last post ...
The remoted runs as root user ... The patch now seems to solve the first problem or it works without IPv6 ... How do I look for that again
...?!?
Greetings, gocart

OSSEC creates extra users and groups:
CODE: SELECT ALL

-> grep 'ossec' /etc/group /etc/passwd
/etc/group:ossec:x:1005:
/etc/passwd:ossec:x:1005:1005::/var/ossec:/sbin/nologin
/etc/passwd:ossecm:x:1006:1005::/var/ossec:/sbin/nologin
/etc/passwd:ossecr:x:1007:1005::/var/ossec:/sbin/nologin

is now the server. Runs remoted with root or without? In the directory he is with

/
install -m 0750 -o root -g 0 ossec-remoted / var / ossec / bin

Installed.
Got some news: It
sounds like an Arrgh at first, but ...
I continued to creep after I knocked out the OpenVPN with a new version and well what can I say everything will be di!erent everything
will be better? Not that bad so far.
So found this here -> https://wazuh.com/is called Wazuh and uses (or is) OSSEC but pimped. I tried the old routines from the binary
installer and assembled it in the chroot hybrid {hybrid = local + server what would have to be proven } ..., packed, first removed the
old OSSEC installation and installed the new Wazuh, a little more precisely ...
- Sources from here -> https://github.com/wazuh/wazuh/releasesdragged into chroot.
- Just asked for src / stupidly asked for make all and served the following:
CODE: SELECT ALL

make: *** No rule to make target 'all'. Stop.
ipfire build chroot (i686) root:/tmp/wazuh-2.1.0/src$ make build
TARGET is required:
make TARGET=server
to build the server
make TARGET=local
- local version of server
make TARGET=hybrid
- hybrid version of server
make TARGET=agent
to build the unix agent
make TARGET=winagent to build the windows agent

looks like a 2.9 (keep looking).
CODE: SELECT ALL

make TARGET=hybrid

executed and waited longer than usual .
- Back to the main dir and etc / consulted. It all looks like OSSEC but there is one or the other
and the binary installer of

that modifies 'preloaded-vars.conf'

CODE: SELECT ALL

# If USER_BINARYINSTALL is set, the installation
# is not going to compile the code, but use the
# binaries from ./bin/
#USER_BINARYINSTALL="x"

on
CODE: SELECT ALL

# If USER_BINARYINSTALL is set, the installation
# is not going to compile the code, but use the
# binaries from ./bin/
USER_BINARYINSTALL="y"

goes with one of course
CODE: SELECT ALL

echo "USER_BINARYINSTALL=\"y\"" >> wazuh*/etc/preloaded-vars.conf

but to keep that step-by-step.
- Get out of the Wazuh directory and with one

/
tar -cvzf wazuh-hybrid-binary-2.1.0.tgz wazuh-2.1.0

packed again.
- Up on a machine without GCC or make, unpacked
CODE: SELECT ALL

tar xvfz wazuh-hybrid-binary-2.1.0.tgz

the rest looks almost familiar:
CODE: SELECT ALL

[Tue Sep 05 17:38:13] [root@ipfire-server] /tmp
-> cd wazuh-2.1.0/
[Tue Sep 05 17:38:17] [root@ipfire-server] /tmp/wazuh-2.1.0
-> ls
active-response
BUGS
CONFIG
CONTRIBUTORS etc
add_localfiles.sh CHANGELOG.md contrib doc
extensions
[Tue Sep 05 17:38:18] [root@ipfire-server] /tmp/wazuh-2.1.0
-> ./install.sh
**
**
**
**
**

gen_ossec.sh
INSTALL

install.sh
integrations

Jenkinsfile-daily
Jenkinsfile-instant

LICENSE
README.md

src
wodles

Para instalação em português, escolha [br].
,
[cn].
Für eine deutsche Installation, wählen Sie [de].
Για εγκατάσταση στα Ελληνικά, επιλέξτε [el].
For installation in English, choose [en].

Logs look good:
CODE: SELECT ALL

-> cat alerts.log
** Alert 1504626000.0: mail - ossec,pci_dss_10.6.1,
2017 Sep 05 17:40:00 ipfire-server->ossec-monitord
Rule: 502 (level 3) -> 'Ossec server started.'
ossec: Ossec started.
** Alert 1504626422.174: - ossec,rootcheck,
2017 Sep 05 17:47:02 ipfire-server->rootcheck
Rule: 510 (level 7) -> 'Host-based anomaly detection event (rootcheck).'
Trojaned version of file '/bin/grep' detected. Signature used: 'bash|givemer|/dev/' (Generic).
title: Trojaned version of file detected.
file: /bin/grep
** Alert 1504626436.491: - ossec,rootcheck,

As usual, he packed the init script himself and is currently doing what it should:
CODE: SELECT ALL

-> /etc/init.d/wazuh-local restart
Killing ossec-monitord ..
Killing ossec-logcollector ..
Killing ossec-syscheckd ..
Killing ossec-analysisd ..
ossec-maild not running ..
Killing ossec-execd ..
Killing wazuh-modulesd ..
Wazuh v2.1.0 Stopped
Starting Wazuh v2.1.0 (maintained by Wazuh Inc.)...
Started wazuh-modulesd...
2017/09/05 17:59:44 ossec-maild: INFO: E-Mail notification disabled. Clean Exit.
Started ossec-maild...
Started ossec-execd...

Directory is called / var / ossec but looks new and di!erent
just seems like the better half of OSSEC to me.

, let's see what else is in there ... It

OK why now Wazuh? Take a quick look -> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpfpxRY3Ufk. The ELK-Stack suddenly appears ... ELKStack ??? oh yes that was the one here -> https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=50&t=19263or and and and ...
A few news from here.
Grüssle,
UE
EDIT says: Agent, Server, Local I'll have another look. But first open my after-work beer and enjoy the cloudy summer
EDIT just called again :

/

gocart wrote: ↑

.

September 5th, 2017, 3:42 pm

Is there a GNU function missing in the Glibc as in Unbound because that comes from BSD.? '!?

It doesn't come from BSD, it was first "Third Brigade Acquires" which was then swallowed by "Trend Micro" ->
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSSEC or -> https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2009/08 ... on-system / is also quite interesting.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 5th, 2017, 3:42 pm

The next wrench would then be strace. I just have no idea how to use that in chroot again.
CODE: SELECT ALL

strace -e open */ossec*/src/ossec-control

?

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by gocart » September 5th, 2017, 5:38 pm

@UE was too cheap ... The group needs write permissions ...
CODE: SELECT ALL
gocart

# set directory rights
chown ossec:ossec -R /var/ossec
chmod -R 770 /var/ossec

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

The basis goes ...
Tomorrow goes on, now the regulars' table ... and pimped it looks exciting too!
Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by ummeegge » September 6th, 2017, 9:50 am

Moin gocart,
so I built for 32 and 64 bit Wazuh via binary installer -> http://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Osse ... ire / wazuh /and installed. Make
then needs to be installed on the machine where it is installed, but it does o!er Pakfire and can then be uninstalled again.
Installation went well.
'Manage_agents' started in the server, client created and key extracted.
In the client the same and the key (in one line) copied. Both started with an init script which looked like this:

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Server:
CODE: SELECT ALL

> tail -f ossec.log
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:40
2017/09/06 10:15:41

ossec-execd: INFO: Started (pid: 17751).
wazuh-modulesd: INFO: Process started.
wazuh-modulesd:oscap: INFO: Module disabled. Exiting...
ossec-agentd: INFO: Using notify time: 600 and max time to reconnect: 1800
ossec-logcollector: ERROR: (1235): Invalid value for element 'log_format': snort.
ossec-logcollector: ERROR: (1202): Configuration error at '/var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf'. Exiting.
ossec-logcollector: CRITICAL: (1202): Configuration error at '/var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf'. Exiting.
ossec-agentd: INFO: Version detected -> Linux ipfire-prime 3.14.79-ipfire #1 SMP Sat Jun 10 07:26:08 GMT 2017 x86_64 [Linux|linux: ] - Wazuh v2.1.
ossec-agentd: INFO: (1410): Reading authentication keys file.
ossec-agentd: INFO: Started (pid: 17760).
ossec-agentd: INFO: Server IP Address: 192.168.7.8
ossec-agentd: INFO: Trying to connect to server (192.168.7.8:1514).
ossec-agentd: INFO: (4102): Connected to the server (192.168.7.8:1514).

- Client is connected

/
ossec-agentd: INFO: (4102): Connected to the server (192.168.7.8:1514).

Status:
CODE: SELECT ALL

-> /etc/init.d/wazuh-manager status
ossec-monitord is running...
ossec-logcollector is running...
ossec-remoted is running...
ossec-syscheckd is running...
ossec-analysisd is running...
ossec-maild not running...
ossec-execd is running...
wazuh-modulesd is running..

Client:
CODE: SELECT ALL

-> tail -f
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06
2017/09/06

ossec.log
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:
10:15:23 ossec-testrule:

INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:

Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading

decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder
decoder

file
file
file
file
file
file
file
file
file
file
file
file
file

ruleset/decoders/0005-wazuh_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0010-active-response_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0015-aix-ipsec_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0020-amazon_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0025-apache_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0030-arpwatch_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0035-asterisk_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0040-auditd_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0045-barracuda_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0050-checkpoint_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0055-cimserver_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0060-cisco-estreamer_decoders.xml.
ruleset/decoders/0065-cisco-ios_decoders.xml.

Status:
CODE: SELECT ALL

-> /etc/init.d/wazuh-agent status
ossec-logcollector is running...
ossec-syscheckd is running...
ossec-agentd is running...
ossec-execd is running...
wazuh-modulesd not running...

Everything without an IPv6 patch.
- There was a Critical
CODE: SELECT ALL

ossec-remoted: CRITICAL: (1501): No IP or network allowed in the access list for syslog. No reason for running it. Exiting.

but he does start.
- wazuh-modulesd has not started on the client (I have to look again).
- I have to add the ossec.conf on the agent because Snort is running and he has to know how to read in (snort-fast or snort-full), I took
'snort-full' and started again which looks good.
- Mails arrive
CODE: SELECT ALL

** Alert 1504677946.224487: - ids,
2017 Sep 06 08:05:46 ipfire-prime->/var/log/snort/alert
Rule: 20101 (level 6) -> 'IDS event.'
[**] [1:2003259:5] ET MALWARE SOCKSv5 DNS Inbound Request (Linux Source) [**]

<- Mail is not the OSSEC internal solution but mine.
I'm in the process of looking at the OpenSCAP (everything is new territory and doesn't exist with the regular OSSEC) ->
https://static.open-scap.org/openscap-1 ... anual.html or -> https://documentation.wazuh.com/2.0/use ... ation.html. It looks like
you need the OpenSCAP scanner -> https://github.com/OpenSCAP/openscap/releases. In the chroot he has already built ... let's see
how it goes on.
So far from here. Grüssle,
UE

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by gocart » September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

Hello UE,
I took the non-working packages out again. And what is more important, as great as the Wazuh looks with the web interface, don't we
shoot sparrows with cannons? Actually, the original topic was to block IP from spam servers. Either by script or with software. At that
moment, OSSEC has o!ers. The local variant is completely su"cient for this! A complete IDS network management was not intended at
all. Oh if that's "nice to have". And the extra installer script. Personally, I prefer Install.sh for the packages. Everything for the package
has to be ready to be installed via Pakfire. An additional manage script can of course be included, but I have refrained from additional
make tinkering.So how should the concept with OSSEC / Wazuh look like in your opinion? (with which you can then also block spam
servers) Wazuh brings again of course several new daemons for the web interface and needs a DB backend ...

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

ps. Of course you want your work with the scripts not to be in vain, that's clear to me ... Sorry, but to be honest, I have no use for it. My
working status is currently 2.9.2 as a server and after installing install.sh everything is started. What is missing is the adjustment to
Postfix which is no longer part of the basic installation.
Greetings, gocart
https://ieffsod6hqgyb4rmcrnjccqyky--forum-ipfire-org.translate.goog/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=4924&sid=7974d9cad9aca888b2854e19ad39c9df&start=30
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Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

/

. by ummeegge » September 6th, 2017, 11:25 am

Moin gocart,

/

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

And what is more important, as great as the Wazuh looks with the web interface, aren't we shooting at sparrows with cannons? Actually, the
original topic was to block IP from spam servers. Either by script or with software. At that moment, OSSEC has o!ers. The local variant is
completely su"cient for this!

if you are primarily interested in Postfix monitoring with spam blocker via firewall DROP and an individual / extended ruleset, the old
2.8 is more like su"cient and a cannon as much more extensive than Postfix only. Wazuh or OSSEC does not need a web interface
either, but works regularly with its things, whether you see it using fancy graphics, get your emails, use OpenSCAP, etc. or not, it
doesn't matter. Everything is easier, so to speak, you just have to build your Postfix-specific XMLs and judge for yourself whether this is
a viable way for you or not, I can't say anything about that at first because I lack the area of application, in principle it should make my
work easier and not make it more complex than necessary.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

A complete IDS network management was not intended at all. Oh if that's "nice to have".

That's already my plan here, which is why I am happy to continue with it

/

.

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

And the extra installer script. Personally, I prefer Install.sh for the packages. Everything for the package has to be ready to be installed via
Pakfire.

In principle, the installer o!ered here does exactly that (and a little more), the joke about the installer is that most people don't have a
build environment, I know why I can o!er the package and if you can o!er that, why not nice to o!er somal I also use it again and again
with new machines which also saves me a little work. You should be able to uninstall it quickly and the In-Uninstaller can do that too, a
testing package, so to speak, also falls out here.
Because of Pakfire this becomes more di"cult because Pakfire not only works via the console but also via the WUI and it becomes
di"cult with the install.sh because there is no interaction (installation routine + configuration) with the console via the WUI.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

An additional manage script can of course be included, but I have refrained from additional make tinkering.

I see it di!erently, either a "Manage-Script", a CGI or doing everything manually that won't be fun. I haven't had any "make-handicrafts"
until now? I don't know what you mean, I don't have to patch anything with Wazuh ...

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

So how should the concept with OSSEC / Wazuh look like in your opinion? (with which you can then also block spam servers)

I wrote briefly above. In principle none of this is necessary
. Server client connection? Why, when everything goes through a mail proxy? Local is then enough, with multiple mail proxies local also
works, but a server / client structure also makes sense.
- web interface? Why is not necessary if it is only supposed to block IP dynamically for a certain period of time, but you are not
interested in the cycles, intensity, location, etc. historically.
- Email? Why is nice to know when and if what happened promptly, but theoretically it doesn't have to be.
- DB? Why is actually everything in the logs.
- Did I forget something ?
...

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

Wazuh brings again of course several new daemons for the web interface and needs a DB backend ...

Yes, it brings a lot more with you, but I guess it's not the primary focus for you. No DB is used for the web interface, i.e. the elastic
stack, it works with an index.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

ps. Of course you want your work with the scripts not to be in vain, that's clear to me ... Sorry, but to be honest, I have no use for it

Honestly, I don't care whether they are used or not, I use bananas that was the reason I wrote them. If someone is interested in it (and
that already existed as I see it), he can use it / expand it and that's it, I'm happy if you find other ways and communicate that, maybe I
and others can again participate. By the way, 95% of what we have discussed here has nothing to do with my scripts, but was mainly
installation and getting the new version up and running, which also worked here (see last post) via Wazuh.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 10:37 am

My working status is currently 2.9.2 as a server and after installing install.sh everything is started. What is missing is the adjustment to
Postfix which is no longer part of the basic installation.

OK, my work status is first to check out Wazuh and add the Elastic stack to it.
Grüssle,
UE

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by gocart » September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

@UE

/
OK, my work status is first to check out Wazuh and add the Elastic stack to it

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

I already understood that the elastic stack is the real highlight. If the IPFire evolves into an application / IDS server with a full
management interface, this is the logical consequence. My mail server tinkering is nothing else. I don't see IPFire as a simple firewall
either. Not for a long time, but as an application machine where all important server OS features are included ...

/
You just have to build your Postfix specific XMLs

The postfix.xml is already included. Only the Active Response rules would have to be built if I understood correctly.

/
Because of Pakfire this becomes more di"cult because Pakfire not only works via the console but also via the WUI and it becomes di"cult
with the install.sh because there is no interaction (installation routine + configuration) with the console via the WUI.

This is exactly what I see as a conceptual problem. My humble thought was a Manage or Configure Script which bypasses that and can
be called after the classic installation. But it's your project and you can do whatever you want there. You can have my LFS / Root and
install.sh files.
Personally, I tend to restrict myself to the original ossec 2.9.2 and to automate its installation as much as possible. The usual
suspicious IPfire logs / addon logs are well known. I don't see any need to get bogged down with the next Wazuh project. That also
irritated me a little, I have to admit. We barely had the Ossec going, you've already driven the next pig through the village ... For me it
wasn't really about what is not needed but how a meaningful medium-well-done (functional scope) package could look.
ps. Thanks for your support and the many links to read ...
Regards, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

/

. by ummeegge » September 7th, 2017, 8:28 am

Moin gocart,

/

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

I already understood that the elastic stack is the real highlight.

actually for me the first and at first the most important highlight was the new OSSEC in the extended version (disguised as Wazuh),
regardless of whether it runs as an agent | server | hybrid and that without an IPv6 patch, which was the reason to try it out and again
to get into the OSSEC building or to understand whether your errors / fiddles also appear in this version.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

If the IPFire evolves into an application / IDS server with a full management interface, this is the logical consequence. My mail server
tinkering is nothing else

Indeed, it can gradually become, but these options are new and were not yet (I think I will change) part of this topic. The expansions
that I see so far are a, I would say, huge step forward, left and right (maybe one or the other back) in short, there is still a lot to do to
overlook all of this and even longer around that (I won't continue with the Elastic-Stack {maybe;}, Wazuh alone should be long).

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

My mail server tinkering is nothing else. I don't see IPFire as a simple firewall either. Not for a long time, but as an application machine
where all important server OS features are included

We had it before, IPFire is just about anything if you just want a firewall + router, LFS and Pakfire open the doors and allow all of that,
one reason why I like this distri.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

The postfix.xml is already included. Only the Active Response rules would have to be built if I understood correctly.

I'm curious what you will get out of there ...

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

This is exactly what I see as a conceptual problem. My humble thought was a Manage or Configure Script which bypasses that and can be
called after the classic installation.

That was exactly the reason why I had started it, I had posted the link without wanting to advertise it so that the work for it would not
be in vain, but it would be nice, I thought, if the bike didn't have to be reinvented, it is mine also not important because most of it is
o!ered via the Un-Installer anyway, it is just not Pakfire compatible but it doesn't have to be.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

But it's your project and you can do whatever you want there. You can have my LFS / Root and install.sh files.

I would say that everything here is a community project and I am happy when others take part | complement | develop it. Upload your
files (Github?) I'll take a look over there.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

Personally, I tend to limit myself to the original ossec 2.9.2 and to automate its installation as much as possible.

Sounds interesting, for me this is split up for now and I'll keep looking because of all the expansions, with OSSEC alone I've been
involved for a while, I'm more interested in the expansions in particular.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

The usual suspicious IPfire logs / addon logs are well known.

Yep

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

I don't see any need to get bogged down with the next Wazuh project.

As already written above, it is absolutely not necessary for your project, especially if the 2.9.2 runs like the 2.8 ... With or without a
patch

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

That also irritated me a little, I have to admit. We barely had the Ossec going, you've already driven the next pig through the village ...

Oh and I thought I had explained that in detail , I drove the pig through the village a few years ago (this started here in 2011 )
since then she had been sitting almost very quietly in her corner, but your 2.9 Dev Kram has already been a welcome new pig where I
was happy to be promoted , I hope not all clarifications have been eliminated.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

For me it wasn't really about what is not needed but how a meaningful medium-well-done (range of functions) package could look.

and how are your findings?

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 6th, 2017, 3:40 pm

ps. Thanks for your support and reading the many links ...

I like to do it, you know

.

Grüssle,
UE

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

/

. by gocart » September 9th, 2017, 8:40 am

Hello,
I'm looking at OSSEC 2.9.2 because of the rules and decoders. The included decoders for Postfix are unfortunately very rudimentary
and only cover 2 messages. Open Relay Test and no more space on the disk and nothing more. In the rules
(/var/ossec/rules/postfix_rules.xml) there is a little more but for thousands of messages such as:

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

CODE: SELECT ALL

Sep

8 02:00:33 proxy postfix/smtpd[20875]: lost connection after AUTH from unknown[43.250.126.131]

I haven't really found anything. So all that remains is to deal with the clock slime again and to build something yourself. Own
decoders (which analyze the log with Regex) are to be created in /var/ossec/etc/local_decoder.xml and own rules in
/var/ossec/rules/local_rules.xml . You can then test this live with / var / ossec / bin / ossec-logtest . But must restart the logtest
binary after every change.
A few links to this:
http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... ustom.html
http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... l # os-match
http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... sting.html
For Postfix it will be exciting again because the existing decoders are in some way pushing ahead. There is a pre-decoder in the
decoder.xml that looks like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

<decoder name="postfix">
<program_name>^postfix</program_name>
</decoder>

it filters out all postfix lines from the mail log file and you have to hang on to it otherwise nothing will work. After a few attempts I had
a decoder that was attached to it and extracted the "srcip" (sources / source IP) from the log entry posted above. You will need it later
in the rules for the "sameip" definition.
CODE: SELECT ALL

<decoder name="postfix-lostconn">
<use_own_name>true</use_own_name>
<parent>postfix</parent>
<prematch>^lost connection after AUTH</prematch>
<regex>unknown[(\S+)]</regex>
<order>srcip</order>
</decoder>

But unfortunately the srcip is not decoded properly. The result looks like this from ossec-logtest:
CODE: SELECT ALL

**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding.
full event: 'Sep 8 02:00:33 proxy postfix/smtpd[20875]: lost connection after AUTH from unknown[43.250.126.131]'
hostname: 'proxy'
program_name: 'postfix/smtpd'
log: 'lost connection after AUTH from unknown[43.250.126.131]'
**Phase 2: Completed decoding.
decoder: 'postfix'
srcip: '43.250.126.131]'

The problem is the "]" after the IP. The e!ect occurs when a line feed comes after the] and no space or anything else. Tried di!erent
things, unfortunately without success. At this point I'm at a dead point again. The "(\ S +)" defines the IP between [and]. As soon as I
put a space behind that] everything is fine. Looks like a decoder bug.
@UE 2.9.2 only works with an IPv6 patch.
Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

-

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

/

. by ummeegge » September 9th, 2017, 4:48 pm

Hello gocart,

/

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

gocart wrote: ↑

September 9th, 2017, 8:40 am

The problem is the "]" after the IP. The e!ect occurs when a line feed comes after the] and no space or anything else. Tried di!erent things,
unfortunately without success. At this point I'm at a dead point again. The "(\ S +)" defines the IP between [and]. As soon as I put a space
behind that] everything is fine. Looks like a decoder bug.

how about this
CODE: SELECT ALL

<decoder name="postfix-lostconn">
<use_own_name>true</use_own_name>
<parent>postfix</parent>
<prematch>^lost connection after AUTH </prematch>
<regex>unknown[(\d+.\d+.\d+.\d+)]</regex>
<order>srcip</order>
</decoder>

or with or without spaces to the left and or right of the IP
CODE: SELECT ALL

<regex>unknown[\s*(\d+.\d+.\d+.\d+)\s*]</regex>

? Info source for OSSECs regex is here -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... regex.html to find.

/

gocart wrote: ↑

September 9th, 2017, 8:40 am

@UE 2.9.2 only works with an IPv6 patch.

All right, I know.
Regards,
UE
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1

0 by gocart » September 10th, 2017, 7:50 am

@UE many thanks .. both variants work. But I have no idea why.
I have to deal more with regex (the powerful language of confused
signs). I've already become a little smarter about how that is put together.
gocart

Greetings, gocart

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 10th, 2017, 10:04 am

@UE my experiments are going to be so slow ... decoder:
CODE: SELECT ALL
gocart

<!-Decoder postfix-newconn
Sep 8 00:06:35 proxy postfix/smtpd[12888]: connect from unknown[ IP ]
Decoder postfix-lostconn
Sep 8 02:00:33 proxy postfix/smtpd[20875]: lost connection after AUTH...
Sep 10 00:08:35 proxy postfix/smtpd[24188]: lost connection after CONNECT from...
-->

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

<decoder name="postfix-newconn">
<use_own_name>true</use_own_name>
<parent>postfix</parent>
<prematch>^connect from</prematch>
<regex>[(\d+.\d+.\d+.\d+)]</regex>
<order>srcip</order>

And rules ...:
CODE: SELECT ALL

<!-- @(#) $Id: ./etc/rules/postfix_dos_rules.xml, 2017/09/08 gocart Exp $
- Additional postfix rules for OSSEC.
- Author: Marcel Lorenz
- License: http://www.ossec.net/en/licensing.html
-->
<!-- Number of connects -->
<var name="POSTFIX_CONN">50</var>
<!-- Timeframe in seconds -->
<var name="POSTFIX_TIME">10</var>
<group name="syslog,postfix,">

the test with ossec-logtest looks good so far .:
CODE: SELECT ALL

**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding.
full event: 'Sep 10 00:08:35 proxy postfix/smtpd[24188]: lost connection after CONNECT from 187-126-237-55.user.veloxzone.com.br[187.126.237.55]'
hostname: 'proxy'
program_name: 'postfix/smtpd'
log: 'lost connection after CONNECT from 187-126-237-55.user.veloxzone.com.br[187.126.237.55]'
**Phase 2: Completed decoding.
decoder: 'postfix'
srcip: '187.126.237.55'
**Phase 3: Completed filtering (rules).
Rule id: '3420'
Level: '6'
Description: 'lost connection after CONNECT'

The rules work with the variables above to monitor the number of connections of individual IP addresses and to block this in the
firewall when the threshold value is exceeded. The values are initially set at will. Ps. If you have better ideas or English formulations for
something, I am not angry if you share them with me ...
Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 10th, 2017, 12:26 pm

Moin gocart,

1

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

gocart wrote: ↑

September 10th, 2017, 7:50 am

@UE many thanks .. both variants work. But I have no idea why.

The one here, for example
CODE: SELECT ALL

<regex>unknown[(\S+\.)]</regex>

goes with [234.234.234.234] or [234.234.234.234] but not with [234.234.234.234] or [234.234.234.234]
on the other hand this one
CODE: SELECT ALL

<regex>unknown[\s*(\S+\.\s*)]</regex>

also works with [234.234.234.234] or [234.234.234.234] or [234.234.234.234]
'\ S' would be everything except spaces after the OSSEC RegEx documentation (I also think tabs) it could be that he interprets the
brackets after the RegEx . If after '\ S' but a '\.' he takes all numerics followed by a dot which I think is a C RegEx but according to the
OSSEC documentation -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... regex.htmlis not documented, bug or feature? I don't know either
...

1

gocart wrote: ↑

September 10th, 2017, 10:04 am

and to block this in the firewall when the threshold is exceeded.

that would be the /etc/hosts.deny eg -> https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 924 # p45245, otherwise it looks good,
composites will definitely still make a nice impression.

1

gocart wrote: ↑

the

September 10th, 2017, 10:04 am

if you have better ideas or English formulations for anything, I am not angry if you share them with me ...

One more idea
about the decoder: It is advisable to use o"sets as often as possible, for example
CODE: SELECT ALL

<decoder name="postfix-lostconn">
<use_own_name>true</use_own_name>
<parent>postfix</parent>
<prematch offset="after_parent">AUTH from unknown</prematch>
<regex offset="after_parent">[(\S+\.)]</regex>
<order>srcip</order>
</decoder>

to read -> http://www.ossec.net/ossec-docs/OSSEC-book-ch4.pdf is also available at OSSEC directly but I don't find it:

1
When the <prematch> finishes evaluating, it will read everything up to “Sun Jun 4 22:08:39 2007”, so there is no point in reading it all
again. Because of that, in our regex, we use: <regex o"set = “after_prematch”> ^ test: Login USER (\ w +) </regex> so that it starts
reading at “test: Login USER dcid” instead of the whole log . If your decoder has a “parent” decoder (explained later), you can use “after_ \
parent” to make sure your decoder does not read everything that the parent already did.

- With the "Descriptions" you could for example instead
CODE: SELECT ALL

<description>lost connection after AUTH</description>

With
CODE: SELECT ALL

<description>Postfix: lost connection after AUTH</description>

work. Looks fancier and is easier to oversee in my opinion.
- User-defined rules should go from 100000 to 119999 so that there is no collision with existing or future ones. Is also here ->
http://www.ossec.net/ossec-docs/OSSEC-book-ch4.pdf to find.

1
User-defined rules should range from 100,000 to 119,999. If you choose any other ID, it might collide with the o#cial ones from the OSSEC
HIDS project

- You can also think again about the alert levels 6 or 9 event. ? Can be found here ->
http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... evels.htmlalso read again.
- Have you ever looked at the groups (group type)?
- You can also test your logs regularly, reported looks very interesting -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... gtest.html.
- Do you use the 'local *' files for decoders and rules?
- -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/blo ... _rules.xml<- do you already know him? I also saw something on the net for the
Spamassassin, but just don't find it
to be quick.
Greetings and have a nice Sunday.
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 10th, 2017, 2:35 pm

@UE Thanks for the explanation with the RegEx!
The one with the <prematch o"set = "after_parent"> is built in and so is the description text. But I leave the ID's that way for now,
otherwise I'm confused with the numbers. (For now ) Level 9 is also better / more applicable. I am currently using local_decoder.xml.
But I've already seen that you can switch to a folder like the rules. I think it will be the same if we deliver more decoders.

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

1
Have you ever looked at the groups (Group Type)

I have the whole pages open in tabs Groups, Regular Expression Syntax, Rules Classification, Decoders Syntax and many, many more ...

I have already seen that for Spamassassin, but unfortunately it is of no use that the SA is loaded as a module in Amavisd and there they
see Messages in the log look di"erent. Would be an extra decoder again ... Eskalatioooon ...
Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 10th, 2017, 4:26 pm

@UE The threshold values are also triggered cat / var / log / mail | / var / ossec / bin / ossec-logtest -a Alerts output:
CODE: SELECT ALL
gocart

** Alert 1505060364.242: - syslog,postfix,attack,
2017 Sep 10 16:19:24 proxy->stdin
Rule: 3401 (level 2) -> 'Postfix: Connect with no reverse DNS'
Src IP: 182.100.69.53
Sep 5 10:53:54 proxy postfix/smtpd[14904]: connect from unknown[182.100.69.53]
** Alert 1505060364.243: mail - syslog,postfix,attack,
2017 Sep 10 16:19:24 proxy->stdin
Rule: 3412 (level 9) -> 'Postfix: To many lost connection after AUTH events
Src IP: 182.100.69.53
Sep 5 10:53:55 proxy postfix/smtpd[14904]: lost connection after AUTH from
Sep 5 10:53:54 proxy postfix/smtpd[14937]: lost connection after AUTH from
Sep 5 10:53:45 proxy postfix/smtpd[14904]: lost connection after AUTH from
Sep 5 10:53:42 proxy postfix/smtpd[14937]: lost connection after AUTH from

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

from same source.'
unknown[182.100.69.53]
unknown[182.100.69.53]
unknown[182.100.69.53]
unknown[182.100.69.53]

Looks good so far ... How will it continue with Active Response or something must be built again ...
Regards, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 11th, 2017, 8:05 am

Moin gocart,

1

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

gocart wrote: ↑

September 10th, 2017, 4:26 pm

Looks good so far ... What happens next with Active Response or something must be built again ...

There are actually quite a few things, firewall-drop.sh, host-deny.sh, route-null.sh, ip-custumblock.sh, ..., depending on what should
be done. Triggering is via rule ID, group ID or the level. The active response works over two sections that you can define / activate in
ossec.conf. This is once the
CODE: SELECT ALL

<command>
....
</command>

and the
CODE: SELECT ALL

<active-response>
....
</active-response>

Area. The Wazuh page I find tidier in the overview -> https://documentation.wazuh.com/2.0/use ... works.html but OSSEC also o"ers a
lot -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... ponse.html#.
You can also write your own scripts, but don't think you need them first, you can have a look around.
Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 11th, 2017, 9:27 am

Moin UE ... Last Friday I installed OSSEC as a test on the first production system. Today I looked in the logs from the WE and he is
already doing a mighty firewall drop
. I added my Postfix Rules earlier. Let's see how they prove themselves ...
Sometimes an excerpt from the log:
gocart
CODE: SELECT ALL

Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon

Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

Posts: 559

10:06:31
10:10:22
10:10:22
10:14:52
10:14:52
10:20:52
10:20:52
10:26:11

Nice thing ...

CEST
CEST
CEST
CEST
CEST
CEST
CEST
CEST

2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

/var/ossec/active-response/bin/firewall-drop.sh delete - 192.3.229.230 1505116547.98163 3302 Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/host-deny.sh add - 192.3.229.230 1505117422.115205 3306
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/firewall-drop.sh add - 192.3.229.230 1505117422.115205 3306
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/firewall-drop.sh delete - 103.242.152.101 1505117011.113343 3302
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/host-deny.sh delete - 103.242.152.101 1505117011.113343 3302
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/host-deny.sh delete - 192.3.229.230 1505117422.115205 3306
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/firewall-drop.sh delete - 192.3.229.230 1505117422.115205 3306
/var/ossec/active-response/bin/host-deny.sh add - 62.113.195.6 1505118370.117900 3301

The 330x are the Postfix rules. postfix_rules.xml

greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 11th, 2017, 10:13 am

That looks nice .
You can also work with 'repeated_o"enders' -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... se-options e.g.

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

CODE: SELECT ALL

<repeated_offenders>30,60,120</repeated_offenders>

so you can also increase the block in stages. 5 comma separated entries should work.
Do you still post your configuration for Active Response? Client / Server or Local?
Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 11th, 2017, 11:26 am

@UE repeated_o"enders is a good idea or I have included it in the default config. The Active Repsonse Config is unchanged from the
original template ossec-server.conf :
CODE: SELECT ALL

gocart

<!-- Active Response Config -->
<active-response>
<!-- This response is going to execute the host-deny
- command for every event that fires a rule with
- level (severity) >= 6.
- The IP is going to be blocked for 600 seconds.
-->
<command>host-deny</command>
<location>local</location>
<level>6</level>
<timeout>600</timeout>
</active-response>

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

<active-response>

It drops everything from level 6. The Postfix rules are level 6. There is still the question of whether the hosts.deny rule is needed at all,
since "filewall drop" is more modern and actually su#cient. The drop is sometimes so fast that Postfix goes into timeout which is not
that bad at first or has no e"ects. :
CODE: SELECT ALL

Sep 11 13:07:08 proxy postfix/smtpd[24852]: timeout after DATA from unknown[212.156.145.14]

Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 11th, 2017, 3:40 pm

@UE I'm smarter again. Point 1: Hosts.deny does not work under IPFire and can go out with it. Point 2 .: 10min block is much too short
for Postfix. So I'm just trying a separate active response with the selector <rules_group> spam </rules_group> : and significantly
longer times of 4h 12h 24h and 48h Let's see how that works.
gocart
CODE: SELECT ALL

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

<active-response>
<!-- Firewall Drop response.
- Block the IP from postfix log for 4 hours
- on the firewall (iptables, ipfilter, etc).
-->
<disabled>no</disabled>
<command>firewall-drop</command>
<location>local</location>
<rules_group>spam</rules_group>
<timeout>14400</timeout>
<repeated_offenders>720,1440,2880</repeated_offenders>
</active-response>
<active-response>

The blocked IP's can be seen in the IPFire WebIF in the firewall view under IPTables. The question is still whether the di"erent response
configs stick. The spam group is also in the level 6 group. You probably have to pay attention to the order. Oh and by the way, sending
mail alerts is also possible. Let me forward this directly to the mail server via Postfix ...
Greetings, gocart
Last edited by gocart on September 12th, 2017, 9:38 am, edited 1 time in total.

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

5p9
mentor

1

0 by 5p9» September 12th, 2017, 8:20 am

Moinsen,

Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

you are so hardworking that is really cool! Thanks for your time that you put in here!
I can't contribute much right now, I reinstalled my Fire at home last night. Has only been provided with updates since 2013 and a lot of
legacy issues, including network topology things that I've wanted to eliminate for a long time.
In any case, I need a little more until I have everything important on the system again that I really need. Only then will I take part again!
OT: @UE how about the OVPN2.4 version do you need a few more testers? In your thread you are almost almost alone.
After my iOS tests with the 2.3, I would like to switch to the 2.4 if everything fits. Unless it's included in the next master build ?!
Which of the two on the left is the current one?
https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=50&t=18067
viewtopic.php? t = 17656 # p102654
VG, 5p9
Mail gateway: mail proxy

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 12th, 2017, 9:36 am

Hello ...
a short status report. I put OSSEC into operation on a second system (there is a little more going on) and within half an hour about 200
IPs landed in the firewall droplist. Everything from the Postfix log and the rules provided. The increased times show their e"ect. The
Postfix log looks much cleaner and many RBLTRAP entries have been reduced to a minimum and my extra rules are not really in focus
yet. The fruits of the labor can already be seen.

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

5p9
mentor

1

0 by 5p9» September 12th, 2017, 11:03 am

Hey,

Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

which version are you using for ossec now? The one from UE with the "IDS / IPS" WUI or the first version with the Trent-Micro WUI?
Now don't know where you have arrived.
I'll be ready soon for ossec
VG, 5p9
Mail gateway: mail proxy

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 12th, 2017, 11:44 am

@ 5p9 UE looks at what is possible with Wazuh (Elastic Stack) and I built the original OSSEC 2.9.2 without a WUI ready for use as a
server build in IPFire LFS. The Postfix rules are identical for both versions.
Greetings, gocart
gocart

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 12th, 2017, 4:18 pm

Hello everybody,

1

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

5p9 wrote: ↑

September 12th, 2017, 8:20 am

OT: @UE how about the OVPN2.4 version do you need a few more testers? In your thread you are almost almost alone.

As far as testing is concerned, I'm alone, although I think there was one who tested it positively,
version is great and I'm happy about it every day ...

1

but what the heck, I think the

5p9 wrote: ↑

September 12th, 2017, 8:20 am

After my iOS tests with the 2.3, I would like to switch to the 2.4 if everything fits. Unless it's included in the next master build ?!

No, it will definitely not come with the next master, although the bug fixes could be committed slowly, but also wants to take one or
the other tester with him if it works, although there has already been positive feedback in the Bugzilla.

1

5p9 wrote: ↑

September 12th, 2017, 8:20 am

Which of the two on the left is the current one?
https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=50&t=18067
viewtopic.php? t = 17656 # p102654

The one here -> https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=50&t=18067is the public testing thread where the new versions are inside.
The -> viewtopic.php? t = 17656 # p102654 was my start with the new 2.4 where all the features are explained a little deeper and my
tests can be seen.

1

gocart wrote: ↑

September 12th, 2017, 9:36 am

times a short status report. I put OSSEC into operation on a second system (there is a little more going on) and within half an hour about
200 IPs landed in the firewall droplist. Everything from the Postfix log and the rules provided. The increased times show their e"ect. The
Postfix log looks much cleaner and many RBLTRAP entries have been reduced to a minimum and my extra rules are not really in focus yet.

That sounds very good. What about false / positives? It would be really nice if Amavis and Spamassassin could have a more relaxed
time. What times are you working for <repeated_o"enders> now?

1

gocart wrote: ↑

September 12th, 2017, 9:36 am

The fruits of the labor can already be seen.

You know what, I'm just looking forward to it

1

.

gocart wrote: ↑

September 12th, 2017, 11:44 am

@ 5p9 UE looks what is possible with Wazuh (Elastic Stack)

The ELK-Stack or Wazuh have already been running for a few days brief insight ->
Wazuh-ELK:

and the Kibana templates supplied by Wazuh:,

I took the screen shoots without too much private data (but there is still a lot more and you can also assemble your own as you like),
also have OpenSCAP -> https://www.open-scap.org/ and audit -> https://people.redhat.com/sgrubb/audit/built for the Fire and
already built in <- @ 5p9 but none of that need, Audit and OpenSCAP are also Wazuh-specific, it would be best to start with OSSEC
without any clinking. As gocart has already written, without using WUI in the server / client build or just as a 'local' installation,
everything works and does what is most important, gocart also receives the alerts as an email

1

gocart wrote: ↑

September 11th, 2017, 3:40 pm

Oh and by the way, sending mail alerts is also possible. Let me forward this directly to the mail server via Postfix ...

have you found something about GPG encryption for the mails? Wazuh doesn't have it.

1

gocart wrote: ↑

September 11th, 2017, 3:40 pm

So I'm just trying a separate active response with the selector <rules_group> spam </rules_group> : and significantly longer times of 4h
12h 24h and 48h Let's see how that works.

That should actually work.
Are you running GeoIP?
Is the Mailscanner.xml -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/blo ... _rules.xmlactually to use for you?
The after-work beer is calling, have a nice evening.
Grüssle,
UE
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Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

.

OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification
'

1 ... 3

4th

5

6

7th

(

5p9
mentor

1

0 by 5p9» September 12th, 2017, 9:51 pm

Hi,

Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

I consider myself short times, I'm almost at sleep
wget https://github.com/ummeegge/ossec-ipfir ... staller.sh
CODE: SELECT ALL

./ossec_installer.sh
./ossec_installer.sh: line 7: syntax error near unexpected token `newline'
./ossec_installer.sh: line 7: `<!DOCTYPE html>'

and the ossec admin doesn't do anything to me when I want to install with 'o'. I only find this thing in the tmp folder:
CODE: SELECT ALL

/tmp/.ifstat.u0

Somehow he doesn't want me right
now and see you tomorrow!
Mail gateway: mail proxy

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 12th, 2017, 9:59 pm

Juten Abend 5p9,
that would be more like this one

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

CODE: SELECT ALL

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ummeegge/ossec-ipfire/master/ossec_installer.sh

or.
https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 924 # p35656
or the one here ->
CODE: SELECT ALL

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ummeegge/ossec-ipfire/master/ossec-admin.sh

or. https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 15 # p109763
Grüssle,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

5p9
mentor

1

0 by 5p9» September 12th, 2017, 10:03 pm

n'Abend UE,

Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

you are a night owl like me today.
Thanks for the links ... I'm a little confused, or it's just too late. Will test let's see how it goes.
VG, 5p9
EDIT: Is installed and I can already find messages under /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alerts.log
CODE: SELECT ALL

** Alert 1505254426.4283: mail - ossec,rootcheck,
2017 Sep 13 00:13:46 ipfw->rootcheck
Rule: 510 (level 7) -> 'Host-based anomaly detection event (rootcheck).'
File '/usr/lib/php/Log/error_log.php' is owned by root and has written permissions to anyone.
** Alert 1505254426.4539: mail - ossec,rootcheck,
2017 Sep 13 00:13:46 ipfw->rootcheck
Rule: 510 (level 7) -> 'Host-based anomaly detection event (rootcheck).'
File '/usr/lib/php/Log/sql.php' is owned by root and has written permissions to anyone.
** Alert 1505254426.4789: mail - ossec,rootcheck,
2017 Sep 13 00:13:46 ipfw->rootcheck
Rule: 510 (level 7) -> 'Host-based anomaly detection event (rootcheck).'
File '/usr/lib/php/Log/composite.php' is owned by root and has written permissions to anyone.

Look, what is he trying to tell me?
CODE: SELECT ALL

ls -al /usr/lib/php/Log/sql.php
-rw-rw-rw- 1 root root 8763 May 14

2007 /usr/lib/php/Log/sql.php

or with it
CODE: SELECT ALL

** Alert 1505255178.6137: - clamd,freshclam,virus
2017 Sep 13 00:26:18 ipfw->/var/log/messages
Rule: 52507 (level 3) -> 'ClamAV database update'
Sep 13 00:26:16 ipfw freshclam[2958]: ClamAV update process started at Wed Sep 13 00:26:16 2017

I still have to do something with clamav, I have the feeling ...
Mail gateway: mail proxy

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 13th, 2017, 6:02 am

Moin 5p9,
that's the Syscheck -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... / syscheck /Among other things, he looks for file permissions (UNIX
permissions) and at the first message he tells you that 'others' (all others) have write permissions, whereby the file root belongs as
owner and group, I think he would be satisfied with a 664, is a 7 alert you should have looked at whether it is relevant.
The 2nd is a triple alert, i.e. a successful event, OSSEC also gives feedback when something has worked

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

.

The alert levels are important to understand -> http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... evels.html.
If you have changed something and want to know whether the policy has now been met, you can contact one
CODE: SELECT ALL

/var/ossec/bin/ossec-syscheckd -f

watch.
In the Syscheck there can also be false / positive from time to time, the admin is then asked, with many reports you can also find
something on the net.
Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

5p9
mentor

1

0 by 5p9» September 13th, 2017, 8:08 am

Hi UE,

Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

thank you. Yes, I thought about the false / positives, of course, but there are really many files that he found with the rootcheck and
since it is a completely new system, this state is the default that is given with the raw installation. Should I send a mail to the DEV guys
so that they can check it and adjust it if necessary?
CODE: SELECT ALL

** Alert 1505254418.150: mail - ossec,rootcheck,
2017 Sep 13 00:13:38 ipfw->rootcheck
Rule: 510 (level 7) -> 'Host-based anomaly detection event (rootcheck).'
Trojaned version of file '/bin/grep' detected. Signature used: 'bash|givemer|/dev/' (Generic).
** Alert 1505254425.406: - ossec,rootcheck,
2017 Sep 13 00:13:45 ipfw->rootcheck
Rule: 516 (level 3) -> 'System Audit event.'
System Audit: PHP - Expose PHP is enabled. File: /etc/php.ini.
** Alert 1505254425.596: - ossec,rootcheck,
2017 Sep 13 00:13:45 ipfw->rootcheck
Rule: 516 (level 3) -> 'System Audit event.'
System Audit: PHP - Allow URL fopen is enabled. File: /etc/php.ini.

VG, 5p9
Mail gateway: mail proxy

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 13th, 2017, 12:00 pm

Hi there...

1
What about false / positives?

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

Ossec does not make any decisions itself but only evaluates the REJECT messages from Postfix. Therefore it depends solely on the
Postfix configuration. I also have the usual pointless false / positives, for example the grep message.

1
What times are you working for <repeated_o!enders> now?

Answer:
CODE: SELECT ALL

<active-response>
<!-- Firewall Drop response.
- Block the IP from postfix log for 4 hours
- on the firewall (iptables, ipfilter, etc).
-->
<disabled>no</disabled>
<command>firewall-drop</command>
<location>local</location>
<rules_group>spam</rules_group>
<timeout>14400</timeout>
<repeated_offenders>720,1440,2880</repeated_offenders>
</active-response>

1
have you found something about GPG encryption for the mails?

Isn't there either ... Though for me personally it is not a priority. My mail targets are all internal ...

1
Are you running GeoIP?

Is compiled with purely. The GeoLiteCity.dat is also stored and specified in the config on the test system. I haven't just tested it or used
it (rules built) yet.

1
Is the Mailscanner.xml -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/blo ... to actually use _rules.xml for you

Has nothing to do with the Postfix stu! or the log messages are unknown to me.
Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 13th, 2017, 12:59 pm

Post was out of date and the text was removed ...

gocart

Last edited by gocart on September 20th, 2017, 10:35 am, edited 1 time in total.

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 14th, 2017, 12:04 pm

Hello .. GeoIP works ...
CODE: SELECT ALL
gocart

** Alert 1505389990.410536: - syslog,postfix,
2017 Sep 14 11:53:10 proxy->/var/log/mail
Rule: 3401 (level 2) -> 'Postfix: Connect with no reverse DNS'
Src IP: 14.182.221.51
Src Location: VN,Ha Giang,Meo Vac
Sep 14 13:53:09 proxy postfix/smtpd[17207]: connect from unknown[14.182.221.51]

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

What was still missing was:
CODE: SELECT ALL

<alerts>
<use_geoip>yes</use_geoip>
</alerts>

Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

5p9
mentor

1

0 by 5p9» September 14th, 2017, 12:17 pm

Hi,

Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

sounds good, I don't have an x64 running.

But I still need some time for this topic.

Until then, 5p9
Mail gateway: mail proxy

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 14th, 2017, 3:11 pm

Hello everybody,

1

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

5p9 wrote: ↑

September 13th, 2017, 8:08 am

Yes, I thought about the false / positives, of course, but there are really a lot of files that he found with the rootcheck and since it is a
completely new system, this state is the default that is given during the raw installation. Should I send an email to the DEV guys so that they
can check it and adjust it if necessary?

OK, let's go through it bit by bit.
CODE: SELECT ALL

Trojaned version of file '/bin/grep' detected. Signature used: 'bash|givemer|/dev/' (Generic).

Is a false / positive and has apparently already been fixed -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/com ... f0c2204451.
Patch for PHP expose and fopen would be
CODE: SELECT ALL

--- /etc/php.ini.orig
2017-09-14 16:43:54.502579146 +0200
+++ /etc/php.ini
2017-09-14 16:45:34.545370501 +0200
@@ -293,7 +293,7 @@
; (e.g. by adding its signature to the Web server header). It is no security
; threat in any way, but it makes it possible to determine whether you use PHP
; on your server or not.
-expose_php = On
+expose_php = Off
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
@@ -602,7 +602,7 @@
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

I think that shouldn't have any big e!ects on the system, I've had it for a long time and haven't noticed / missed it, but don't use
everything that PHP has to o!er.
CODE: SELECT ALL

File '/dev/nul' present on /dev. Possible hidden file.

Have you looked in there It looks like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

-> cat /dev/nul
smartctl 6.5 2016-05-07 r4318 [i686-linux-3.14.79-ipfire-pae] (IPFire 2.19)
Copyright (C) 2002-16, Bruce Allen, Christian Franke, www.smartmontools.org
=== START OF ENABLE/DISABLE COMMANDS SECTION ===
SMART Enabled.

is not a "hidden file" and the content doesn't look too dangerous to me
above all, places it there?

, but it could still be seen why the smartctl needs the file and,

CODE: SELECT ALL

File '/usr/lib/php/Log/*.php' is owned by root and has written permissions to anyone.

the rest of the messages are all about the same PHP extension -> https://blog.pear.php.net/package/Log/download/1.9.11. For what
'Log' is needed in the Fire now, I can't say, but with 664 permissions I didn't have any restrictions, but could it be checked in front of
the mailing list? Apache is currently being rebuilt and can already be tested, PHP would be a logical consequence and the know-how,
regardless of whether the 5 or 7 series is on the way, is also varied, could it be tackled when building a new one? <- Time to add a little
butter to the fish .

1

5p9 wrote: ↑

September 14th, 2017, 12:17 pm

sounds good from I have no x64 running.

But I still need some time for this topic.

I don't know what exactly you need from 64Bit, the 2.8 installer here o!ers 32 and 64 bit and also has the Postfix-specific decoders
and rules on board, which gocart had posted its testings of above.
gocart has also written its own stu! (decoder and rules), uses the new version 2.9.2, has GeoIP, the DBs and inotify what is not the case
with the 2.8, just what do you need from now?
@gocart
if you can't build on 32Bit and the 5p9 needs something specific from you can you send me your clothes and I'll build it for him? As an
idea.

1

gocart wrote: ↑

September 14th, 2017, 12:04 pm

Hello .. GeoIP works ...

Yes it works here too, but you can't use hal for mapping, that does logstash with the ELK, but it's nice that it works, isn't it?
Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » September 15th, 2017, 10:27 am

Hello ...
I still built the web interface on it. Is Apache 2.2 and 2.4 as well as PHP 5 and 7 capable. The config is installed accordingly. As with UE,
the WUI can be called up with https: // ipfire_ip: 9955 /. The registration of the IPFire Admin is required. (.htaccess built). There are
now both 32-bit and 64-bit versions. The config is prepared for GeoIP and it only has to be activated. If there is still time I will build
the agent as a separate LFS file. Otherwise, I'm done with the rough stu!.

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

LFS, install and config files are available here in Git: http://git.ipfire.org/?p=people/mloren ... mailserver
The packages are available here: OSSEC 2.9.2 x64 and x86
@UE can of course build 32 bits.

1
but it's nice that it works right?

That's why I put the GeoIP function of IPFire into operation with the countries that have appeared particularly often in the "Src Location"
and from which I do not expect any mails. So yeah ... very nice ...
Greetings, gocart
Last edited by gocart on December 25th, 2017, 10:26 am, edited 4 times in total.

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

5p9
mentor

1

0 by 5p9» September 18th, 2017, 12:43 pm

Hi,

Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

@UE, thanks for the inputs. I improved a part. Let's see what the time will bring.
But I still have a little understanding problem regarding ossec_mailalert.sh under (/etc/fcron.minutely) somehow the dog doesn't do
anything.
mailalert also received a chmod + x:
CODE: SELECT ALL

nobody nobody /etc/fcron.minutely/ossec_mailalert.sh

lies there and is permanently empty:
CODE: SELECT ALL

ossec nobody /var/ossec/logs/alerts/custom_dated_alert.log

The call works manually only that the automatist does not want. HOME = root in the script, this should also fit. PUBKEYID is stored as
far as it works. I did a NMAP once:
CODE: SELECT ALL

** Alert 1505736850.49399: - ids,
2017 Sep 18 14:14:10 ipfw->/var/log/snort/alert
Rule: 20101 (level 6) -> 'IDS event.'
[**] [1:2018489:3] ET SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe [**]
** Alert 1505736850.49576: - ids,
2017 Sep 18 14:14:10 ipfw->/var/log/snort/alert
Rule: 20101 (level 6) -> 'IDS event.'
[**] [1:2018489:3] ET SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe [**]

He should have sent me these two automatically, shouldn't he? If I put the two in the custom_dated_alert.log and run the check
manually with a script, I get the mail.
Any ideas as to why that doesn't want to deal with me?
VG, 5p9
PS: After an Oktoberfest weekend everything is a little more di"cult
Mail gateway: mail proxy

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 18th, 2017, 1:37 pm

Hello 5p9,
do you have a look if the PIPE is on?

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

CODE: SELECT ALL

ps x | grep -v grep | grep 'tail -F'

if not, then a quick check whether everything is there in /etc/sysconfig/rc.local, something should be there
CODE: SELECT ALL

# Ossec realtime log for e-mail alerts begin
tail -F /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alerts.log |\
while read line; do echo "$line"; done \
> /var/ossec/logs/alerts/custom_dated_alert.log &
# Ossec realtime log for e-mail alerts end

to be found. If tail is not running then you can stop it manually ...
So the first idea.
Greetings and good relaxation,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 19th, 2017, 8:48 am

Moin 5p9,
I fixed a few things, it's good that you checked it again.

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Fixed:
- OSSEC Alertlog message is now completely displayed in the email <- The own email mechanism of course ;-)
- Check for custom-mail directory or custom-maillog for GPG and test mail has been added.
- There is now also a function display in the activate / deactivate area of the email setup assistant.
- Checks have been changed in the start area of the email alert and are displayed in the console.
- PID is determined di!erently now (it will be made fancier in due course ;-).
- Killing is di!erent now.
- Uninstall with ossec installer for your own email setup has been added.
Installation goes as normal:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp || exit 1
curl -O https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ummeegge/ossec-ipfire/master/ossec-admin.sh
chmod +x ossec-admin.sh && ./ossec-admin.sh

.
Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » September 25th, 2017, 6:18 pm

Hi
everyone @gocart

1

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

gocart wrote: ↑

September 15th, 2017, 10:27 am

I still built the web interface on it. Is Apache 2.2 and 2.4 as well as PHP 5 and 7 capable. The config is installed accordingly. As with UE, the
WUI can be called up with https: // ipfire_ip: 9955 /.

Short info, with Core 114 there is a new Apache, the 2.4 is coming :-). Side
e!ects can be:
Old vhost configs then no longer work with 'Order', 'Allow', 'Deny,' Satisfy 'etc. -> http://lists.ipfire.org/pipermail/devel ... 03426.html
but you know that I think anyway ;-).
Grüssle,
UE
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(

1

0 by gocart » September 26th, 2017, 8:17 am

Hello UE ...

1
gocart

but you know that I guess anyway

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

Yoooh ... wees me. I've been working with Apache 2.4 and php 7 myself for a long time. Therefore, I have included vhost and htaccess
files for the old and the new variant in the ossec install.sh, which is then installed accordingly.
Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » December 25th, 2017, 10:31 am

Hello,
I updated my OSSEC 2.9.3 packages (Core 120 Build and Installer) ...
Update from May 6th, 2018 You can find

gocart
Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

it here: x64 and x86
Greetings, gocart
Last edited by gocart on May 6th, 2018, 7:43 am, edited 2 times in total.

Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » February 8th, 2018, 6:23 pm

Hello
everyone , if it is not already known, PHP will become obsolete with Core 118 and the OSSEC WI will have a problem. I don't know if /
who uses the WI at all (gocart, for example, shouldn't have a problem with it ) wanted to let me know .

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

The following can be done for manual cleaning:
CODE: SELECT ALL

rm -rvf \
/srv/web/ossec \
/etc/httpd/conf/vhosts.d/ossec.conf \
/etc/logrotate.d/ossec \
/var/log/httpd/ossec-*.log &&
/etc/init.d/apache restart

Grüssle,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

Dear boy48

1

0 by Drexbengel48 » February 10th, 2018, 4:44 am

Posts: 6
Joined: June 12th, 2017, 4:50 am
Location: Berlin

Hi ummegge,
is it possible to provide the binaries for Wazuh 3.1.0 at some point?
That would be really cool ...
LG
Drexbengel48

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

1

0 by gocart » February 10th, 2018, 7:01 am

Hello UE,
no, I haven't ...

By the way, doesn't Wazuh also need PHP for the website?
gocart

Before you came the Squidclamav addon for IPfire if I remember correctly. I raised that to 6.16. However, this is no longer an
independent program but just a module / plug-in for c-icap. At that point it escalated again, how should it be otherwise. So I kicked
the Squidguard out of IPfire and replaced it with c-icap. I even adjusted the Webif CGI's (uuhhh Perl ...) The url filter also runs over cicap (srv_url_check module). Not all details are yet available, but if there is interest on your part ...

Posts: 559
Joined: December 16th, 2013, 4:43 pm
Location: Germany

https://wiki.squid-cache.org/ConfigExam ... ion / C-ICAP
Greetings, gocart
Mail gateway: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=17360
Mail server: https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 328 # p92212

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » February 10th, 2018, 10:10 am

Hello everybody,

1

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Dear boy48 wrote: ↑

February 10th, 2018, 4:44 am

Hi ummegge,
is it possible to provide the binaries for Wazuh 3.1.0 at some point?
That would be really cool ...
LG
Drexbengel48

The 3.2.0 has come out in the meantime, if you built it you can find it here -> https://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/wazuh/but is
currently only available for 64bit, however, there is then the agent and the manager (hybrid).
With the hybrid version you can choose a server / client or a 'local' installation. Like the server, local is only without an agent
connection.
EDIT: I think you need make to install the Wazun packages, but you can install it via Pakfire and uninstall it again after the Wazuh
installation.
Installation is as usual, load the desired package, unpack with 'tar xvfz {PACKETNAME}' and then you will find the install.sh (execute
with ./install.sh) which starts the Wazuh installer and does the rest.
If you have Snort on the Fire I would not start Wazuh after the installation (although it o!ers it) because the log format for Snort still
has to be defined in the config, so either
CODE: SELECT ALL

<localfile>
<log_format>snort-full</log_format>
<location>/var/log/snort/alert</location>
</localfile>

or
CODE: SELECT ALL

<localfile>
<log_format>snort-fast</log_format>
<location>/var/log/snort/alert</location>
</localfile>

. If you work with the ELK stack then you have to look for the versions. The new Kibana doesn't want to go with the current Wazuh yet. I
think the 6.0.1 version is currently the maximum.

1

gocart wrote: ↑

no, I didn't ...

February 10th, 2018, 7:01 am

By the way, doesn't Wazuh also need PHP for the website?

I thought so and no Wazuh sends via Logstash (collector) to Elasticsearch (NoSQL JSON DB) where Kibana takes over the visualization
and it is then written in Java. Doesn't make sense on the Fire anyway because there's no Java. In the constellation, one agent stops on
the fire and the rest then makes another machine, makes more sense anyway if you want to have it colorful ...

1

gocart wrote: ↑

February 10th, 2018, 7:01 am

Before you came the Squidclamav addon for IPfire if I remember correctly.

Actually Nope

1

, which doesn't make me sad either

.

gocart wrote: ↑

February 10th, 2018, 7:01 am

So I kicked the Squidguard out of IPfire and replaced it with c-icap. I even adapted the Webif CGI's (uuhhh Perl ...) The url filter also runs
over c-icap (srv_url_check module). Not all details are yet available, but if there is interest on your part ...

Sounds good, I'm interested, let's see what the Zeitisen will say in the next few days ...
Greetings first and have a wonderful Saturday to you.
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

Dear boy48

1

0 by Drexbengel48 » February 11th, 2018, 3:50 am

Posts: 6
Joined: June 12th, 2017, 4:50 am
Location: Berlin

Hi ummegge,
thanks for providing!
The hybrid installation went through perfectly!
Is it also possible to display the wazuh under Status -> Addon Services, what exactly do I have to adjust?
LG
Drexbengel48

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » February 11th, 2018, 10:01 am

Moin Drexbengel48,
I rebuilt and expanded everything a little. You can now also integrate Wazuh via the In-Uninstaller, which should then do everything,
including the status display in the WUI. Maybe you also uninstall using a script and then reinstall.

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Have adjusted the entry theme a little -> viewtopic.php? f = 4 & t = 4924<- since all the information found on installation, among
others .
If you have any errors / questions / extensions, just write here.
Regards,
UE
EDIT: Audit and OpenSCAP are currently being built and if something is needed just let them know.

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » February 17th, 2018, 6:14 pm

Hello
everyone , it looks like OSSEC and Wazuh also work well together with the new OpenSSL-1.1.0g lib.

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Update should come with Core 119 {20} ...
Any news from any of you? Is Wazuh actually still running on someone?
Greetings and a nice WE to you,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » March 5th, 2018, 3:58 pm

Hello everybody,

1

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

ummeegge wrote: ↑

February 17th, 2018, 6:14 pm

looks like OSSEC and Wazuh also work well together with the new OpenSSL-1.1.0g lib.

I unfortunately have to redvidate, I built the current version 2.9.3 of OSSEC without the new OpenSSL and there is complaint in the new
ENV about the libssl.
The 2.9.3 still needs the IPv4 patch -> viewtopic.php? f = 4 & t = 4924 & start = 30 # p110524so that it works in the Fire.
If someone is currently running a DEV version of Core 120 (new OpenSSL-1.1.0g) and is interested, you can find here ->
https://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Oss ... ire / 2.9.3 /the new binaries for 32 and 64 bit for> = Core 120 ... Installer will follow
after the release.
Feedback is still great

.

Regards,
UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

Stefan87

1

0 by Stefan87 » April 10th, 2018, 3:29 pm

1

Posts: 75
Joined: July 20th, 2017, 11:55 pm

ummeegge wrote: ↑

February 10th, 2018, 10:10 am

Hello everybody,

1

Dear boy48 wrote: ↑

February 10th, 2018, 4:44 am

EDIT:
If you have Snort on the Fire I would not start Wazuh after the installation (although it o!ers it) because the log format for Snort has to
be defined in the config either
CODE: SELECT ALL

<localfile>
<log_format>snort-full</log_format>
<location>/var/log/snort/alert</location>
</localfile>

or
CODE: SELECT ALL

<localfile>
<log_format>snort-fast</log_format>
<location>/var/log/snort/alert</location>
</localfile>

Where can I find the config to change the log format
Thanks

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » April 10th, 2018, 4:01 pm

Hi,
you can find it regularly under /var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf. If you only activated Snort after installing the OSSEC, you have to enter the
entire XML block for Snort.

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

Stefan87

1

0 by Stefan87 » April 10th, 2018, 4:14 pm

Posts: 75
Joined: July 20th, 2017, 11:55 pm

okay, thanks
Does that also apply to Wazuh
if I only install wazu the config directory is probably di!erent
mfg

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » April 10th, 2018, 4:49 pm

Yes, that also applies to Wazuh, although Wazuh is much more di"cult than OSSEC and a lot more can be found under etc /.
Additional information, you can also run OSSEC on the Fire as an agent and transmit the alerts to a Wazuh server (local machine with
ELK stack). So you use less resources on the Fire because Wazuh is already quite powerful ...

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

UE

/

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

ummeegge
Community Developer

1

0 by ummeegge » April 13th, 2018, 3:22 pm

Hello
everyone , update for Ossec-2.9.3 and Wazuh-3.2.1. is available. Installer only works with> = Core 120 or with the new OpenSSL1.1.0x.
Core 120 is now in the testing tree -> https://planet.ipfire.org/post/ipfire-2 ... or-testingand will be released soon. If you don't have a
testing tree running you should wait for the release, you just had time, so the update will be a little earlier .-).

Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Regards,
UE
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-

OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification
1 ... 3

'

4th

5

6

7th

Razorback
Posts: 67
Joined: December 18th, 2014, 4:13 pm

/ by Razorback » April 30th, 2018, 8:55 pm

So, 120 is outside and installed. Just do the installation like in the 2nd post or is there something to consider?

.

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

0

/ by ummeegge » May 1st, 2018, 8:13 pm

Hi Razorback,
not in principle, Core 120 still has the old 1.0.2 OpenSSL lib for a certain period of time as Compat, I think the old OSSEC versions
should still be running for the time being, but the new version you have installed is preferable (current version).

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Regards,
UE

.

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

0

/ by Razorback » May 2nd, 2018, 4:36 pm

Razorback
Posts: 67
Joined: December 18th, 2014, 4:13 pm

Hi ummeegge,
okay then I'll leave everything with me.
Greetings
Rzrbck

.

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

0

/ by Stefan87 » May 5th, 2018, 8:45 pm

Stefan87
Posts: 75
Joined: July 20th, 2017, 11:55 pm

CODE: SELECT ALL

[root@ipfire tmp]# /var/ossec/bin/ossec-control start
Starting Wazuh v3.2.1 (maintained by Wazuh Inc.)...
wazuh-db already running...
wazuh-modulesd already running...
ossec-execd already running...
2018/05/05 22:43:35 ossec-maild: INFO: E-Mail notification disabled. Clean Exit.
Started ossec-maild...
ossec-analysisd already running...
ossec-syscheckd already running...
Started ossec-logcollector...
Started ossec-monitord...
Completed.

Looks good so far how can I access the wazuh web interface port?

.

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

0

/ by ummeegge » May 7th, 2018, 6:56 pm

Did you set up the ELK (Elasticsearch-Kibana-Logstash) stack? Normally Kibana listens to 5601 TCP but you can configure it in
kibana.yml.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

UE

.

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

0

/ by Stefan87 » May 12th, 2018, 9:15 pm

Stefan87
Posts: 75
Joined: July 20th, 2017, 11:55 pm

Has done it has
deinstaled again Snort is enough for me in the momment + guardian

.

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

0

/ by ummeegge » August 28th, 2018, 5:55 pm

Hello
everyone , update to Ossec 3.0.0 -> https://www.ossec.net/blog/posts/2018-0 ... LEASE.html and Wazuh-3.5.0 ->
https://documentation.wazuh.com/3.x/rel... 3_5_0.html is above and can, as always, be imported from the input topic with the
uninstaller -> viewtopic.php? F = 50 & t = 15597 # p93670.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Regards,
UE

.

Re: OSSEC - HIDS with active response, log management and e-mail notification

0

/ by ummeegge » December 4th, 2018, 1:34 pm

Hello
everyone , 3.1.0 -> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/blo ... / CHANGELOGis up.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

I don't do updates for 32bit anymore (3.0 is still available for 32bit) but OSSEC for ARM is there for that.
Regards,
UE
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